5490
Queen Victoria, old head, sovereign, 1898; half sovereign,
1896 (S.3874, 3878). Good fine. (2)
$570

Twentieth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

5491
Edward VII, sovereigns, 1905 (S.3969); half sovereigns, 1908
(S.3974B). Very good - fine. (2)
$500

GREAT BRITAIN GOLD COINS

5492
Edward VII, sovereign, 1910 (S.3969). Very fine.
$370
5493
George V, half sovereigns, 1912 (S.4006). Fine - nearly very
fine. (2)
$350

5482*
George III, fourth bust, guinea, 1774 (S.3728). Very fine.
$600

5483*
George III, fourth bust, guinea, 1777 (S.3728). Nearly
extremely fine.
$1,350
5484
George III, fifth bust, guinea, 1787 (S.3729). Very good/
fine.
$500
5485
George III, guinea, fifth bust of spade type, 1788 (S.3729).
Very good.
$450
5486
George III, half guinea, fourth bust, 1781 (S.3734). Surface
marked (from wear as jewellery?), otherwise very fine.
$250

5494*
George VI, proof specimen set of five and two pounds,
sovereign and half sovereign, 1937 (S.PS15). With case of
issue, FDC. (4)
$7,000

5487*
George III, quarter guinea, 1762 (S.3741). Good fine.
$250
5488
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, two pounds, 1887 (S.3865).
Very good.
$700

5495*
George VI, proof half sovereign, 1937 (S.4077). Nearly
FDC.
$850
5496
Elizabeth II, sovereigns, 1957-1959, 1962-1968 (S.4124, 5).
Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (10)
$3,700

5489*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, half sovereign, 1887
(S.3869). Extremely fine.
$250
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5497
Elizabeth II, proof sovereigns, 1979 (S.4204) (2); proof half
sovereigns, 1980 (S.4205) (2). In cases of issue, FDC. (4)
$1,100
5498
Elizabeth II, proof sovereigns, 1980 (2), 1981 (2) (S.4204).
In cases of issue, FDC. (4)
$1,500
5499
Elizabeth II, proof sovereign and half sovereigns (2) 1980
(S.4204, 5 (2)). In cases of issue, FDC. (3)
$700

5507*
Channel Islands, Alderney, Elizabeth II, proof gold two
pounds, 1990, 90th Birthday of the Queen Mother. In case
of issue with certificate, red covering on case torn, FDC.
$2,000

5500
Elizabeth II, proof half sovereign, 1980. In case of issue,
FDC.
$200

5501*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two pounds, 1993 (S.4261). FDC.
$900
5502
Elizabeth II, proof gold five pounds, 1990, 90th Birthday of
the Queen Mother. In case of issue with certificate, FDC.
$1,750

5503*
Elizabeth II, proof gold five pounds, 1990, 90th Birthday of
the Queen Mother. In case of issue with certificate, FDC.
$1,750
5504
Elizabeth II, proof gold five pounds, 1990, 90th Birthday of
the Queen Mother. In case of issue with certificate, FDC.
$1,750
5508*
Scotland, James VI, (1567-1625) eighth coinage, sword
and sceptre piece, 1602 (S.5460). Slight creasing, otherwise
very fine.
$3,000

5505
Elizabeth II, sovereigns (2) and half sovereigns (2), 2000
(S.4430). Uncirculated. (4)
$1,100
5506
Elizabeth II, sovereign, 2015 (S.4433). In Royal Mint secure
holder, uncirculated.
$400
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5509
Edward I, (1272-1309) new coinage penny, type 3C
Canterbury (1280-1) (S.1419); Elizabeth I, (1558-1603),
sixth issue, sixpence, 1587, mm crescent (S.2578A). Second
in 1953 Coronation box with ticket as given to school
children. Very good. (2)
$70
Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5513*
James I, (1603 - 1625), second coinage, 1604-19, silver
crown, mm escallop, issued 1606-7, (29.94 g), (S.2652,
N.2097, Cooper VI/XI). Lightly toned, slightly double struck
on the reverse, very fine and extremely rare.
$2,500

5510*
Edward VI, (1547-1553), fine silver issue crown, 1552, mm
tun (S.2478). Fine.
$1,500

Ex Lord (Rodney) Smith of Marlow Collection, purchased from Spink
London, February 1985 and the Cornwall Collection Noble Numismatics
Sale 92 (lot 3072), with tickets.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 95 (lot 4560).

5511
Edward VI, (1547-1553), fine silver coinage, 1551-3, shilling,
mm tun (S.2482). Toned and crinkled, nearly fine.
$100

part

5512*
Elizabeth I, (1558-1603) third coinage silver penny, mm
portcullis, 1566 (S.2570); Queen Victoria, enamelled
sixpence, 1887; George VI, crown, 1937 (S.4078); Jersey,
George V, Royal Visit, 1921 in silver (19mm). Very fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$150

part

5514*
James I, (1603-1625) and Charles I (1625-1649), collection
of royal farthing tokens manufactured by Royal Patent to
various Patent holders progressively. Catalogued by owner
by Everson numbers. Harrington 12 (12 die 2), 16c, 17c,
18b, c, d, 25, 30b (2), 30c, 33a, 24, 35, 37a, 44a, 45b, 50,
51a, 52a, b, 53c, d, counterfeit 54, 57, 58a, 61a, 62 (2), 63a,
c, 64a, 67c, d, 68, 69a, 70d, 71d, 76b, 80b, 84b, 90b, d,
94b, 99a, 104a, 111c, 113i, 119, 124, 129b, 130; 131f, h,
132a, b, 137b, 139f, 140e, 153d, 159, 162, 165a, 172a, b, c,
176a (2), 180, 185, 186a, 187, 188, 189, 193, 202, 206 B2,
D8, C53, 56, 65, catalogue numbers taken from the listing
but not verified by us, all in Numis album in slip case. With
owner's descriptions, fair - good very fine. (84)
$1,500

Ex Terry Naughton Collection.
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5517*
Charles II, crown, 1668, second bust, vicesimo (S.3357).
Toned, good fine/very fine.
$400

5515*
Charles I, (1625 - 1649), Tower mint under king, silver
crown, mm cross calvary, issued 1625-6, Group I, type 1b,
(29.37 g), rev. plume over shield, small harp with fearsome
bird's head, (S.2754, N.2191, Cooper VII/IX). Toned, round
and attractive, slightly double struck on both sides, nearly
very fine and an extremely rare die combination.
$3,000

5518*
Charles II, crown, 1669, second bust, edge dated vicesimo
primo, type H, 8 strings in harp, normal edge (S.3357, ESC
38 [R3]). Nearly very fine/very fine and very rare.
$800
Ex Spink, London, England, March 1987, and the Cornwall Collection
Noble Numismatics Sale 92 (lot 3140).

Ex Spink, London, January 1985, and previously from the Lord (Rodney)
Smith of Marlow Collection, purchased by Spink London, Auction Sale
No.11, 8 October 1980 (lot 179), as part of the H.Pegg Collection, previously
from the Hon. R. Marsham, Sotheby's November 19-27 1888 (lot 515
part) and H. Montagu, Sotheby's 16-20 November 1897 (lot 336) and the
Cornwall Collections (lot 3082), with ticket.
This reverse die is known on only two other crowns, one in the British
Museum and the other in the R.C. Lockett Collection, this was described in
the Pegg sale as inferior in condition to this example.

5519*
Charles II, pattern farthing in silver, 1665, milled edge
(6.17g) (Peck 407). Toned, good very fine and scarce.
$300
Ex Terry Naughton Collection, from Status Sale 242, 30/10/07, lot 8875.

5516
Commonwealth, (1649-1660), silver shilling, 1653, mm
sun (S.3217) (5.81 g). Double struck, thus on obverse
Commonwealth has three M's and E is under A and on
reverse T is over I, clipped flan, grey toned, good fine and
unusual.
$300

part

5520*
William and Mary, halfpenny, 1694 (S.3452), also farthing,
1901, imitation spade guinea, 1788 and E.T.Willams one
loaf bread token in aluminium. Fine good fine. (4)
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 99 (lot 2409).

5521
William III, first bust, crown, 1696 octavo (S.3472); Anne,
after the Union, halfcrown, 1708E, septimo (S.3605) (2).
Nearly fine. (3)
$200
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5522*
William III, first bust, halfcrown, 1697 nono (S.3487).
Toned, nearly extremely fine/extremely fine and rare thus.
$600

5526*
Anne, After the Union, crown, 1713, roses and plumes,
second bust, edge dated dvodecimo, type G, 8 strings in
harp, normal edge, (S.3600, ESC 109). Toned, very fine/good
very fine.
$1,000
Ex Spink Australia, Sale 19 (lot 1904) and Cornwall Collection, Noble
Numismatics Sale 92 (lot 3204).

5527
Anne - George VI, sixpences, 1711, 1908, 1945, shillings,
1787, 1900, 1917, threepences, 1835, 1899, 1906, 1931,
1940, pennies, 1854, 1867, 1871, 1875, 1901, and Festival
of Britain crown 1951 (cased). Fair - extremely fine. (17)
$120

part

5523*
William III, first bust, sixpences, 1696 (S.3520). Toned, very
fine - good very fine, one illustrated. (3)
$150

Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5528*
George I, shilling, first bust, 1723 SSC, C over SS in third
quarter (S.3647). Toned, very fine.
$100

5524*
Anne, before the Union, crown, 1703 vigo (S.3576). A
pleasing problem free good fine.
$350

5529*
George I, shilling, first bust, 1723 SSC, French arms at date
(S.3647). Fine and rare.
$100
5530
George I - Queen Victoria, halfpennies, 1719, 1746;
farthings, 1749, 1893; penny and twopence, 1797; silver
three halfpence, 1838 and sixpence, 1787, also penny, 1867;
Australia, florins, 1927 Canberra, 1951 Jubilee; medals,
Marcus Clark Sydney Harbour Bridge, 1932; First Federal
Parliament 1901 in white metal and Masonic Mark medal.
Fair - very fine. (12)
$150

5525*
Anne, after the Union, crown, 1708 plumes (S.3602). Dark
toned, extremely fine.
$2,000
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5531
George II - George IV, Queen Victoria, sixpence, 1741
(S.3708), 1787 (S.3749); shilling, 1821 (S.3810), 1825
(S.3811), 1887 (S.3907); groat, 1849 (S.3913); threepence,
1890 (S.3931); three half pence, 1843 (S.3915). First two
coins with loop mounts, very good - very fine. (8)
$120

5536*
George III, new coinage, crown, 1818 LVIII (S.3787). Toned,
good very fine.
$250

5532*
George II, farthing, 1754 (S.3722); Queen Victoria, young
head, halfcrown, 1878 (S.3889). The first with traces of mint
red, the second nicely toned, good very fine. (2)
$150

5537*
George III, new coinage, crown, 1820 LX (S.3787). Minor
surface marks, cleaned, good extremely fine.
$450

5533
George III - George IV, Maundy oddments, pennies, 1800
(2) and twopences, 1792 and 1826 (S.3757, 3761 (2), 3820).
Very good - extremely fine. (4)
$70

5538
George III, new coinage, 1816-1820, halfcrown, 1817
(S.3788). Nearly extremely fine.
$150

5539
George III, new coinage, small laureate head right, halfcrown,
1817 (S.3789). Toned obverse, nearly extremely fine.
$100
5534*
George III, oval countermarked dollar of 1796FM Charles
IIII Mexico City eight reales (S.3765A, ESC 129), also
counterstamped with G on obverse right field. Very fine
countermark, host coin nearly very fine.
$400

5540
George III - George IV, Bank Token, three shillings, 1811
(S.3769); halfcrowns, 1817 'bull' head, 1820 small head and
1826 bare head (S.3788, 3789, 3809) (3). The first with a 'B'
stamped on neck, otherwise very fine - good very fine. (4)
$200

5541
George III - William IV, shillings, 1819, 1824, 1827, 1829,
1834 and 1836 (S.3790, 3811, 3812 (2), 3835 (2)). Good
- fine. (6)
$80

5535*
George III, emergency issue, half dollar, oval countermark
on a Spain, Charles IIII, four reales, 1793MF (Madrid Mint)
(S.3767). Good fine - very fine and scarce.
$550
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5542*
George IV, crown, 1821 secundo, laureate head, (S.3805,
ESC 246). Toned, a few minor surface marks, otherwise
good very fine.
$300

5547*
Queen Victoria, crown, 1844, young head, edge VIII and
cinquefoils (S.3882, ESC 281). Light grey patina, nearly
very fine/very fine.
$250

Ex Spink Australia, Sale 3 (lot 325) and Cornwall Collection, Noble
Numismatics Sale 92 (lot 3240).

Ex S.Kaplan, Johannesburg, South Africa, June 1979 and Cornwall
Collection (lot 3247).

5543*
George IV, halfcrown, laureate head, 1820 (S.3807). Good
extremely fine.
$400

5548*
Queen Victoria, young head crown, 1845, cinquefoil stops
(S.3882). Light scratches in front of mouth and neck,
otherwise toned, good very fine.
$300
Ex Terry Naughton Collection, from I.S.Wright 19/10/07.

5544*
George IV, bare head shilling, 1826 (S.3812). Blue grey toned
with underlying mint bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$200
In a slab by NGC as MS64.

5549*
Queen Victoria, Gothic crown, 1847, undecimo edge
(S.3883). Cleaned and polished, nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

5545*
William IV, shilling, 1835 (S.3835). Good very fine/
extremely fine.
$100
5546
William IV - George VI, half crown, 1915 (S.4011); two
shillings (florin), 1945 (S.4081) (2); shilling, 1880 (S.3983);
sixpence, 1834 (S.3836), 1909 (S.3983), 1912 (S.4014), 1936
(S.4041), 1945 (S.4084); twopence, 1868 soldered (S.3919);
three half pence, 1843 damaged (S.3915); farthing, 1878
(S.3958). Fine - uncirculated. (12)
$120

5550*
Queen Victoria, young head, halfcrown 1877 (S.3889).
Toned, extremely fine.
$150
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5551
Queen Victoria, young head, halfcrown, 1882 (S.3889);
Jubilee coinage, halfcrowns, 1887 (2), 1891 and 1892.
(S.3924) (3). Fine - good very fine. (5)
$100

5552
Queen Victoria, young head, halfcrown, 1885 (S.3889);
Edward VII, halfcrowns, 1902 and 1907 (S.3980). Nearly
fine - good very fine. (3)
$300

5556*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, crown, 1892 (S.3921).
Minor contacts, otherwise toned uncirculated and rare, one
of the finest known.
$700

5553*
Queen Victoria, Godless florin, 1849 (S.3890). Good very
fine.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 87A (lot 1913) and Terry Naughton
Collection.

5554
Queen Victoria, young head, shillings, 1839, 1846, 1848/6,
1849, 1852, 1855, 1858, 1866, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1873,
1874, 1875, 1877, 1879, 1880 (2), 1881, 1883 and 1885
(S.3904-3907). Very good - very fine. (21)
$250

part

5557*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, double florin, halfcrown,
florin, shilling and sixpence, 1887 (S3923-8). Toned,
extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (5)
$200

5558*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, double florin, 1889 (S.3923).
Rim nicks, otherwise extremely fine or better.
$100

part

5555*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, crowns, 1887, 1888
(S.3921); double florin, 1890 (S.3923). The first bright,
others toned, nearly extremely fine or better. (3)
$300

5559*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, halfcrown, 1892 (S.3924).
Attractively toned iridescence, choice uncirculated and rare
in this condition, one of the finest known.
$500

Ex Terry Naughton Collection.
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5560*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, florin, 1887 (S.3900).
Lightly toned, nearly uncirculated.
$70

5565*
Queen Victoria, old head halfcrown, 1893 (S.3938). Superb
iridescent toning, choice proof-like uncirculated gem, rare
in this condition.
$400

5561
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, shillings, 1887 (2), 1888/7,
1889, 1890, 1891 and 1892 (S.3926, 3927) (7); old head,
1893, 1895, 1899 and 1900 (S.3940, 3940A) (4). Very good
- nearly uncirculated. (11)
$200

5566
Queen Victoria, old head, halfcrowns, 1895, 1896, 1897,
1898, 1899, 1900 (2) and 1901. Fine - nearly extremely
fine. (8)
$150

5562*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, shilling, 1892 (S.3927).
Iridescent toned, uncirculated and rare thus.
$300

5567*
Queen Victoria, old head, florin and shilling, 1893 (S.3939,
40). Toned uncirculated. (2)
$300

5563*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee coinage, sixpence, 1892 (S.3929).
Toned uncirculated.
$150

5568
Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, florins, 1900, 1901, 1902,
1904 (2), 1905 (3), 1907 (2), 1908, 1909, 1910, 1915,
1916, 1917, 1919, 1925 (3), 1930 (2), 1932, 1949, 1957,
1963, 1965, 1966 and 1967 (S.3939 (2), 3981 (11), 4012
(4), 4022A (3), 4038 (3), 4107, 4146 (5). Very good uncirculated. (29)
$220

5569
Queen Victoria, old head, Maundy set, 1901 (S.3943).
Toned, uncirculated in a contemporary case.
$150
5564*
Queen Victoria, old head, crown, 1893 LVI (S.3937). Toned,
uncirculated.
$600
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5575
Queen Victoria - George VI, halfpennies, 1853, 1854, 1855,
1858 (2), 1858/7, 1859, 1900 (S.3949, 3962); also, penny,
1938 (S.4114). Very fine - uncirculated, many with mint
red, some scarce. (9)
$150
5576
Queen Victoria - George V, halfcrown, 1844 graffiti left of
field, on obverse (S.3888), 1874 (S.3889), 1918 (S.4011)
(2); shilling 1862 (S.3904), 1868 (S.3906)), 1879 (S.3906),
1889 (3926). Poor - very fine. (8)
$150

5570*
Queen Victoria, young head, copper penny, 1847 (S.3948).
Toned, nearly uncirculated.
$200

5577
Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, includes old head shilling 1893,
sixpence 1893, crowns in packaged containers 1935, 1937,
1951, 1953, 1960 and 1965. Extremely fine - uncirculated.
(8)
$100

Ex Terry Naughton Collection, from I.S.Wright 6/8/07.

5578
Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, pennies (5.25kg) and
halfpennies (1.75kg), 1850s-1960s, mixed quantities of
assorted dates. Mostly good - extremely fine. (7kg)
$100
part

5571*
Queen Victoria, young head, copper pennies, 1855,
ornamental trident (S.3948). Red and brown uncirculated;
mostly red uncirculated/choice uncirculated. (2)
$300

5579*
Edward VII, crown, 1902 (S.3978). Good extremely fine.
$250
5580
Edward VII - George VI, crowns, 1902, 1935 Jubilee and
1937 Coronation. (S.3978, 4048, 4078). Nearly very fine;
very fine; extremely fine. (3)
$150

5572*
Queen Victoria, young head, copper penny, 1860/59 overdate
(S.3948). Has been cleaned, now retoning, good extremely
fine and very rare.
$3,000

5581
Edward VII, halfcrowns, 1902 (2), 1903, 1904, 1906 (3) and
1908 (2) (S.3980) (9); George V, halfcrowns, 1916, 1924,
1925 and 1927 (S.4011, 4021A (2), 4032) (4). Very good
- nearly extremely fine. (13)
$200

Ex L.J.Dale, H.Hughan and V.B.Short Collections.

5573
Queen Victoria - George V, three pence, 1843 (S.3914),
1845 (S.3914), 1856 (S.3914), 1878 (S.3914C), 1885
(S.3914D), 1887 (S.3914D), 1891 (S.3934), 1892 (S.3934),
1898 (S.3942), 1905 (S.3984) (2), 1907 (S.3984) (2), 1909
(S.3984) (2), 1917 (S.4015), 1920 (S.4015), 1933 (S.4042).
Fine - extremely fine. (18)
$100

5582
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, shillings, 1902, 1903, 1904 (2),
1905, 1906, 1909, 1910, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1917, 1932,
1948, 1958, 1961, 1963 and 1966 (2) (S.3982, 4013, 4039,
4103, 4147, 4148). Very good - uncirculated. (19)
$150
5583
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, sixpences, 1903, 1904, 1906,
1907, 1908, 1911 (2), 1914, 1916, 1919, 1925, 1928, 1929,
1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1952 and 1956
(S.3983, 4014, 4024, 4034, 4040, 4041, 4110, 4149). Very
good - uncirculated. (22)
$80

5574
Queen Victoria - George V, halfpenny - crown type sets (2),
includes crown, 1896 (2) (S.3937); halfcrown, 1899, 1900
(S.3938); crown, 1902 (S.3978). First two sets in plastic
cases, poor - very fine. (23)
$100
541

5588
George V - Elizabeth II, halfcrowns, 1930, 1931, 1937, 1942,
1947, 1953, 1955 and 1964 (S.4037, 4080 (2), 4101, 4137,
4145). Fine - uncirculated. (8)
$100
5584*
Edward VII, sixpence, 1905 (S.3983). Dipped, nearly
uncirculated and scarce.
$50

5589
George V - George VI, 1920-1946, florin and halfcrown
date set, missing 1927 and 1944 florin. In two blue press-in
albums, poor - very fine. (52)
$120

5585
Edward VII - George VI, silver threepences, 1902, 1903,
1906, 1911, 1912 (2), 1913, 1915 (2), 1916, 1917, 1918
(2), 1919, 1928, 1942 (2), 1943 (2), brass 1946 (2) (S.3984,
4015, 4042, 4085, 4112). Very good - extremely fine, the
last scarce. (21)
$80

part

5586*
George V, proof florin, shilling, sixpence, fourpence and
penny, 1911 (S.4012-4, 7, 20); also Anne, shilling, 1711
(S.3618); George II, shilling, 1758 (S.3704); George III,
copper twopence and penny, 1797 (S.3776, 7). Fine - FDC.
(9)
$450

part

5590*
George V, proof specimen set, half crown to Maundy penny,
1911 (S.PS13). With case of issue, toned FDC. (8)
$750
5591
George V, fourth coinage, specimen or proof set, wreath
crown to threepence, 1927 (S.PS14). Toned, uncased, FDC.
(6 coins)
$600
5592
George VI, specimen set, 1937, crown to farthing including
Maundy coins (S.PS16). In official case, FDC. (15 coins)
$350
5593
George VI, specimen set, 1937, farthing - crown, includes
Maundy set (S.PS17). In original case of issue, nearly FDC.
(15 coins)
$350

5587*
George V, fourth coinage, wreath crown, 1928 (S.4036).
Lightly toned, extremely fine.
$300
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5594
George VI, proof specimen set 1950, mid century (S.PS17).
In original Royal Mint case of issue, toning on halfpenny,
otherwise FDC. (9)
$200
Ex L.J.Dale, H.Hughan and V.B.Short Collections.

part

5601*
Seventeenth century tokens; Essex, Braintree, Robert Crane,
farthing, undated (W.35); John Hunwicke, farthing, undated
(W.36); William Osborne, farthing, undated (W.39); Pieter
Pearcce, farthing, undated (W.40); Chelmsford, Francis
Arwaker, farthing, 1660 (W.51); Mary Curtis, halfpenny,
1667 (W.56); Richard James, farthing, 1666 (W.62); John
Turner, halfpenny, 1667 (W.68); Coggershall, Thomas
Beckwith, halfpenny, undated (W.75); Ambrose Sutton,
farthing, 1665 (W.87); Little Coggershal, John Harvey,
farthing, undated (W.87a); Colchester, Nathaniel Baker,
farthing, 1669 (W.92); Christopher Bayles, farthing, undated
(W.93); Thomas Bayles, farthing, undated (W.94). Fair good fine. (15)
$150

5595
George VI, proof specimen set, 1951, including the Festival
of Britain crown (S.PS18). A brilliant set in custom made
plush case, light toning in florin, otherwise FDC. (10)
$300
Ex L.J.Dale, H.Hughan and V.B.Short Collections.

5596
George VI, proof specimen set, 1951, as previous (S.PS18).
Brilliant in original Royal Mint case, FDC. (10)
$300
Ex J.L.Dale, H.Hughan and V.B.Short Collections.

5597
Elizabeth II, proof set, 1953, farthing - florin (S.PS19).
Nearly FDC. (10)
$120

part

5602*
Seventeenth century tokens; Essex, Coggershall, Samuel
Cox, farthing, undated (W.77a); Robert Purcas, farthing,
undated (W.84); Colchester, William Aldred, farthing,
undated (W.90); Mathew Bonney, halfpenny, 1665 (W.96);
Richard Bush, farthing, undated (W.99); Thomas Carter,
farthing, 1667 (W.101); Richard Cock, farthing, undated
(W.105); John Debert, farthing, 1666 (W.110); William
Ferris, farthing, 1665 (W.114); Andrew Formantel, farthings,
1662 (W.115), and undated (W.116 with old ticket); Henry
Lambe, farthing, 1665 (W.123); John Lambe, farthing, 1656
(W.125); Thomas Lambe, farthing, 1654 (W.127); Abraham
Langley, farthing, 1667 (W.128); Martin Langley, farthing,
undated (W.129); John Lawrence, farthing, 1662 (W.130);
Nathaniel Lawrence, farthing, undated (W.131); Jacob
Miller, farthing, 1662 (W.134); Thomas Peele, farthing,
undated (W.139). Fair - very fine. (20)
$250

5598
Elizabeth II, mule twenty pence, undated (2008), obverse of
S.4635 and reverse of S.4636 (S.4636A). Extremely fine.
$50
5599
Elizabeth II, Charles and Diana commemorative silver proof
medallic crowns, cased and boxed (10), 1981; cupro-nickel
issues in presentation folder (3), another for 80th anniversary
of Queen mother 1980; 1972 proof set in encased plastic and
packaging; United States, silver dollar 1971S in sealed plastic
holder and box; Australia, pre-decimal coins low silver
$0.70; New Zealand cupro-nickel (9), Australian pennies
(6) and 1988 bicentennary copper unissued presentation
medal, cased. Most in cases and packs of issue, uncirculated
- FDC. (37)
$200

part

5603*
Seventeenth century tokens, Essex, Colchester, Thomas
Lambe, farthing, 1654 (W.127); Thomas Lumkin, farthing,
undated (W.132); Thomas Reynolds, farthings, undated
(W.143, 143a, b, d, e) (5); Richard Rich, farthing, 1656
(W.144); Jacob Ringer, halfpenny, 1670 (W.145); Alex
Satterthwaite, halfpenny, 1668 (W.146); John Sewell,
farthing, 1653 (W.148); Nathaniel Strickston, farthings, 1658
(W.150, 157); G.T., halfpenny, 1668 (W.153); I.T., halfpenny
(holed), undated (W.154); James Tayspell, farthing, undated
(W.156); Jacob Vol, farthing, undated (W.160); Jonas Whale,
farthing, undated (W.161); Dedham, Joseph Gleson, farthing,
1664 (W.164). Fair - very fine. (19)
$250

part

5600*
Seventeenth century tokens, Essex, Billericay, Miles
Hachlvitt, halfpenny, 1666 (W.17); Blackmore, Robert
Peachey, farthing, undated (W.21); Black Notely, John
Attenwell, halfpenny, 1670 (W.22); Bocking, Henrey Ardley,
farthing, 1652 (W.24); John Dobson, farthing, undated
(W.27a); Thomas Merill, halfpenny, 1667 (W.29); Braintree,
John Allen, farthing, 1657 (W.31); William Martin, farthing,
undated (W.37); Hampshire, Blackwater, John Wright,
halfpenny, 1667 (W.47). Poor - very fine. (9)
$150
543

part

5604*
Seventeenth century tokens, Essex, Dunmow, Edward
Keatchener, farthing, undated (W.167); Epping, Richard
Graygoose, farthing, undated (W.171); Nimphas Stace,
farthing, 1656 (W.174); Finchingfield, Wil Green, farthing,
undated (W.179); Great Chesterford, John Howsden,
halfpenny, 1670 (W.183); Benjamin Orwell, farthing, 1667
(W.184): Halstead, Elizabeth Chapman, farthing, undated
(W.187) (2); John Finch, halfpenny, undated (W.188);
Halstead, William Newman, farthing, undated (W.191);
Halstead, Nathaniel Wade, farthing, undated (W.193);
Harwick, Thomas Bradshawe, farthing, 1667 (W.196);
Harwick, William Hubert, farthing, 1664 (W.198); Harwick,
John Vandewall, farthing, 1652 (W.201); Hatfield Broadoak,
John Sceuby, farthing, undated (W.201a); Hedingham,
Thomas Hews, farthing, undated (W.205) (2); Clement
Pask, farthing, undated (W.206); also two unidentified and
a heart shape issue, unidentified (W.307b). Poor - nearly
very fine. (21)
$250

part

5606*
Seventeenth century tokens, Essex, Saffron Walden, John
Potter, farthing, 1656 (W.279); Edward Thompson, farthing,
1659 (W.281); William Wildman, farthing, 1656 (W.282),
1667 (W.283); St. Osyth, John Garfield, farthing, 1665
(W.285); South Minster, Anne Ellis, farthing, undated
(W.288); Steeple Bumpstead, Martin Dike, farthing, 1657
(W.299); Stisted, James Bonun, farthing, 1666 (W.300);
Thaxted, Will Mason, farthing, 1662 (W.314); William
Purchas, halfpenny, 1666 (W.315); Thorpe-le-Soken, George
Nicholson, farthing, undated (W.321); Waltham Abbey,
John Hodges, halfpenny, 1668 (W.328) (ex Norweb with
tickets); Thomas Warrin, halfpenny, 1668 (W.333); Great
Waltham, John Poole, halfpenny, 1667 (W.335) (holed);
Little Waltham, John Goodeve, halfpenny, 1668 (W.336)
(edge chipped); Witham, John Freeeburne Junior, farthing,
1667 (W.347); George Robinson, farthing, 1669 (W.351);
Stebbing, The Barge Allen, halfpenny, undated (W.393).
Poor - very fine. (19)
$350

part

5607*
Seventeenth century tokens, balance of collection in an
album, includes Buckinghamshire, Aylesbury, Edward Cope,
farthing, undated (W.11); Gloucestershire, Bristol, City,
farthing, 1670 (W.20); Hampshire, Basingstoke, Samuel
Kichener, farthing, undated (W.35); Winchester, William
Butler, farthing, 1657 (W.214); Suffolk, Lowestoft, Jos.
Smithson, halfpenny, 1669 (W.225); Suffolk, Saxmundham,
Nicholas Shepherd, farthing, undated (W.289); also Dundee,
farthing, 1797 and Belfast, John Arnott & Co., farthing,
undated (c.1825), all in Numis album with typed descriptions
for Essex issues. Fair - very fine. (8)
$150

part

5605*
Seventeenth century tokens, Essex, Sible Hedingham,
William Cant, farthing, 1667 (W.209); John King, farthing,
1668 (W.210); Ingatestone, George Evans, halfpenny, 1668
(W.220); Leigh, George King, halfpenny, 1668 (W.223);
Thomas Wall, farthing, 1666 (W.226); Maldon, James
Robient, farthing, undated (W.231); Manningtree, Jeremy
Erds, farthing, 1653 (W.235); Francis Hucherson, halfpenny,
1669 (W.243); Newport Pond, Thomas Hucherson, farthing,
1658 (W.244); Pebmarsh, William Sewell, farthing, 1667
(W.247); Purfleet, Samuel Irons, halfpenny, 1669 (W.254);
Quendon, H.B.E, halfpenny, 1669 (W.255); Rochford, John
Harvey, halfpenny, 1668 (W.259) (ex J.L.Wetton Collection);
Romford, Henry Dawes, halfpenny, 1668 (octagonal)
(W.261a); Samuel Leader, farthing, 1653 (W.274); William
Leader, halfpenny, 1668 (W.275); Saffron Walden, Anne,
Mathews, farthing, 1656 (W.276) (2); Thomas Mehew,
farthing, 1658 (W.277); Thomas Patmer, halfpenny, undated
(W. - cf 278); Orsett, William Clarke, farthing, 1659 (W.284);
plus four farthings and two halfpennies, difficult to identify.
Poor - very fine. (27)
$300

5608
Eighteenth century tokens, halfpennies (28) common issues,
one countermarked I BERR on Hutchinson's Edinburgh
halfpenny, 1792 and five nineteenth century checks and
1813 halfpenny token; noted Lady Godiva and Mailcoach
halfpennies. Fair - extremely fine. (34)
$150
Ex Dr.W.J.D.Mira Collection.
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The Alexander collection of Eighteenth Century
Scottish tokens, listed as per Dalton and Hamer
numbers in the following four lots.

part

5609*
Scotland, Angusshire, Dundee penny, 1797 (D.H.5);
halfpennies, Brechin 1801 (D.H.9), Dundee, 1795-7 (D.H.10,
12 proof-like, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21), Forfar, 1797 (D.H.25, 25
die crack), Montrose, 1796, 7, 9 (D.H.28, 29, 34), Dundee
farthing (D.H.39bis), Fifeshire, Burntisland halfpenny, 1797
(D.H.2); Inverness halfpennies, 1793, 4, 6 (D.H.1a, b, 2a, 4,
4 var ex Farnell). Fine - good extremely fine. (21)
$700

part

5611*
Scotland, Linlithgowshire, Linlithgow, farthing undated
(D.H.3); Lothian, Edinburgh, halfpennies, 1790/1797
(D.H.1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32-5, 3740, 42, 45, 47b (2), 58-61), farthings, 1796 for first, others
undated (D.H.69, 76, 88, 112a, 115, 127, 128). Good fine
- extremely fine. (37)
$700

part

5612*
Scotland, Perthshire, Perth halfpennies, 1797 (D.H.1
countermarked MK, 5, 9, a (plain edge)), Renfrewshire,
farthing (D.H.6), farthings, not local (D.H.2 (2), 3, 8), 19th
century Glasgow, 1815 (D.H.3), Hamilton, 1814 (D.H.4),
Lothian, Leith farthing, 1819 (D.H.1). Fine - good very
fine. (12)
$300

part

5610*
Scotland, Kirkcudbrightshire, Gatehouse halfpenny, 1793
(D.H.1); Lanarkshire, Glasgow, halfpennies, 1791-5, (D.H.2,
a, 3 (2), a, c, 4, 5, 6a, 7a), farthings, 1780, 1791, 1799 and
undated (D.H.11, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26-30, 30 upset, 32,
32/3, 33, 34, 35, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 46 upset, 47, 47 edge
clip, 48, 48 upset, 48 edge clip, 50). Fine - good extremely
fine. (40)
$800

5613
Channel Islands, Queen Victoria - George V, Guernsey, two
and four doubles, 1920H (KM.12, 13); States of Jersey,
1/48th shilling, 1877H (KM.6), 1/24th shilling, 1877H
(KM.7) and 1909 (KM.9), 1/12th shilling, 1877H (KM.8)
and 1923 (2) (KM.12, 14). The last fine, others mostly mint
red nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (8)
$50

545

5614*
Scotland, Robert II, (1371-1390), groat, Edinburgh (S.5131);
Charles I, (1625-1649), Earl of Stirling coinage, twopence
or turner (S.5599b). Nearly fine. (2)
$150
Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5615*
Renfrewshire, Hurlet, John Wilson's Copperns (coal) Co.
five shillings, a Charles IIII Mexico City Mint eight reales
1796FM countermarked J.& J.W. Hurlet in a circle, 5/- in
centre within a circle (KM.CC.63) (Davis 104b). Toned,
countermark good fine, coin fine.
$800

5618*
Ireland, Irish Free State, proof or specimen halfcrown, florin,
shilling, sixpence and threepence, 1928 (S.6625-9). Nearly
FDC. (5)
$300

5619*
Ireland, Irish Free State, florin, 1942 (S.6626). Toned,
uncirculated.
$50

5616*
Ireland, James II, Civil War 'Gunmoney' Coinage, 1690
crown, overstruck on a large size halfcrown (S.6578). Nearly
extremely fine and rare thus.
$300

5617
Ireland, James II, Civil War 'Gunmoney', large size halfcrown,
March 1689 (S.6579). Fine.
$50
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5622
Battle of La Hogue 1692, in bronze (50mm), by J.Smeltzing,
obverse Hercules seated on a rock watches the naval action,
reverse battle between the French and the combined British
and Dutch fleets with wrecks in the foreground, (MI 52/244).
Good very fine.
$150

GREAT BRITAIN - HISTORICAL MEDALS

5620*
Commonweatlh, (1649-1660), Oliver Cromwell, Lord
General 1650, uniface later striking in silver, oval (27x30mm)
(19.47 g), (MIi,388/7; Lessen 1979E; Eimer 180b). Well
struck for this, nearly extremely fine.
$350
Private purchase from Spink with their ticket and Noble Numismatics
Auction 99 (lot 3009).
See 'Australasian Coin and Banknote' magazine, Sept 2007, p66.

part

5623*
Kings of England, in bronze (41mm) series by J.Dassier
(1731) William I, William II, John, Henry II, Edward II,
Edward III, Richard III (2), Oliver Cromwell, Charles II,
James II. Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (11)
$600
Ex Terry Naughton Collection, the first six ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94
(lot 2459), the others from R.Welling, 18/3/09.

5624
Capture of Portobello by Admiral Vernon 1739, in brass
(37mm), issued by Pinchbeck, obverse half length figure
holding staff, reverse six ships entering Portobello harbour
(MI 536/110, Eimer 550); another similar, in brass (38mm),
(MI 536/112); another, in brass (40mm), obverse full length
figure of Vernon facing left with canon and ship, reverse six
ships entering harbour (MI 538/120); another in smaller
size, in brass (27mm), obverse full length figure of Vernon
facing right with canon and ship, reverse six ships entering
harbour (MI 541/133). Fine - very fine. (4)
$150

part

5621*
Coronation of William III 1689, in bronze (48mm), by
P.Muller, obverse bust facing right, reverse garter with
legend within, incorporating chronogrammatic date for year
1689, (MI 675/50); William III and the Dutch Discontents,
satirical medal 1690, in cast bronze (59mm), by I. Smeltzing,
obverse bust facing right, reverse figure representing William
suspended by his hair from a tree, a horse galloping away,
legend translates as "Happy Holland", (MI 700/104). The
second rare, very fine. (2)
$200
547

5627*
William IV, of Orange appointed Stadholder, 1747, in silver
(45mm), by M.Holtzhey, obv. facing busts of William of
Orange and Princess Anne of Britain, WILH CAR HENR
FRIS PRINC AVR ET ANNA MAG BRIT, rev. wreath of
orange and oak, WILH CAR HENR FRISO DICTATOR
PERPETVVS CREATVS XXV APRIL MDCCXLVII,
symbolizing political and matrimonial links between House
of Orange and Britain, (MI.627/314). Good very fine.
$250
5628
George II, Prosperity of Britain 1750, in bronze (55mm), by
J.Dassier, obverse bust facing left, reverse figures of Britannia
and Mercury (MI 658/363, Eimer 630). Good very fine.
$150
5629
Centenary of the Revolution, 1788, in bronze (25mm) (BHM
283); another, in bronze (27mm) (BHM 289); Recovery of
George III from illness, 1789, in bronze (29mm) (BHM
296); another in silvered bronze (25mm) (BHM 310); Visit
of George III to Plymouth, 1789, in bronze (29mm) (BHM
319); Prince of Wales appointed Regent, 1789, in bronze
(26mm) (BHM 322); George and Charlotte, 1790, in brass
(21mm) (BHM 338); George III medalet, 1798, in bronze
(17mm) (BHM 445A). Very fine - extremely fine. (8)
$150

5625*
Martin Folkes, 1740, (antiquarian and scientist), in bronze
(54mm), by J.Dassier, obv. bust facing right, rev. legend in
ornamental device, (Eimer 556; MI.558/185). Extremely
fine.
$150
5626
Lord Carteret, 1st Earl Granville, 1744, in bronze (55mm),
by J.Dassier, obv. bust facing right, rev. legend in ornamental
device, (Eimer 584; MI.586/228). Extremely fine.
$150

part

5630
William Pitt, 1789, in white metal (34mm) (BHM 329,
DH Middlesex 213 bis II); William Pitt and Lord Thurlow,
1789, in white metal (33mm) (BHM 331, DH Middlesex
219); Death of William Pitt, in bronze (44mm), by B.Wyon
(BHM 616); another, in white metal (53mm), by P.Wyon
(BHM 617, Eimer 976). The first very fine, others nearly
extremely fine. (4)
$150

lot 5627
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5631
George II, sixpence, c1746-1758, convict era engraved
coin, central area of reverse shaved smooth and inscribed,
'Sunshine above/and Sunshine/in our hearts', pierced hole at
top for suspension ring. Very good.
$50

5634*
Marriage of George, Prince of Wales 1795, in white metal
(43mm), obverse conjoined busts facing left, reverse romantic
symbols (BHM 396); George III, Church and King 1807, in
white metal (48mm) by Halliday, obverse bust facing right,
reverse church (BHM 631); 50th year of Reign of George
III 1809, in white metal (52mm) by P.Wyon, obverse bust
facing left, reverse angel on clouds (BHM 652); Prince of
Wales Appointed Regent 1811, in white metal (48mm) by
T.Wyon, obverse bust facing left, reverse prince on throne
(BHM 706, Eimer 1015). Nearly extremely fine. (4)
$150

5632*
Ireland love token, an Associated Irish Mine Company
halfpenny, 1789, Cronebane, Ireland, shaved smooth on
both sides, the obverse engraved with two hearts on fire
with wreath and around the edge in two lines, '(line 1)
They Best Enjoy Their Hearts Desire' and '(line 2) In Whom
Love Kindles Mutual Fire', the reverse engraved with two
love birds facing each other and standing atop a large bin
resting on a stand, around the top, 'Innocence And Love'.
Good fine.
$100

5633
George III halfpenny (1799), convict era engraved coin,
reverse smoothed and stiple engraved, 'JOHN/KEECH/
IRTHLING BBD/ESAU KEECH/ALLEN/KEECH'. Obverse
poor, reverse, fine.
$50
The third line is confusing. Perhaps the piece relates to John Keech (born
1754), Esau Keech (born 1816) and Allen Keech (born 1774), all born at
Irthlingborough, Northamptonshire, England.

5635*
Mayor of Plymouth Presentation Medal, 1803, in gilt
silver (53mm), obv. Arms within wreath, USURPATIONE
DEPRESSI LEGIBUS RESTITUTI 17 MARCH 1803, rev.
legend in 15 lines, 'the freemen of Plymouth request your
wearing this medal to be returned at the expiration of your
mayoralty in honorable token of that inestimable branch
of the British constitution trial by jury by whose verdict
their right to elect a chief magistrate for the borough was
restored after having been unjustly witheld for upwards of
three centuries', not in BHM, in original red leather case.
Extremely fine and very rare.
$250

lot 5634 part
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5636*
Thomas Coram, Foundling's Friend Memorial 1805, in gilt
bronze (38mm), by J.Porter, obv. facing bust, rev. legend
'foundling hospital instituted 17th October 1739 Thomas
Coram founder' (Eimer 972; BHM.571). Extremely fine.
$150

5637
Jubilees, 1809-1935, medalets in assorted sizes and metals,
George III, 1809; Queen Victoria, 1887 (30), 1897 (45);
George V, 1935 (30). Includes duplicates, some holed at top,
poor - extremely fine. (106)
$220
5642*
John Scott, Earl of Eldon and Lord High Chancellor, 1827
in bronze (48mm, 68.24g) by C.Voight (BHM.1308). Nearly
uncirculated.
$250

5638
Birmingham Pitt Club, 1814, in silver (50mm) by T.Webb,
obverse bust facing left, reverse legend in wreath, (BHM
834). Extremely fine, toned.
$150

Ex ANS duplicates CNG Sale, 19/9/12, lot 1611 and Terry Naughton
Collection.

5643
Parliamentary Reform, Earl Grey 1830, in white metal
(38mm) by Halliday, obverse bust of Grey right, reverse
legend (BHM 1454); The Reform Bill 1832, in white metal
(44mm) by Halliday, obverse bust of Attwood, reverse busts
of Grey, Brougham, Russell, Althorp (BHM 1593); another,
in white metal (35mm) by Halliday, obverse four busts of
reformers, reverse crown and pillars (BHM 1599); another,
in white metal (32mm) obverse bust of Grey, reverse lion
trampling dragon (BHM 1609); another, in brass (27mm)
obverse busts of Grey, Brougham and Russell, reverse legend
(BHM 1615). Good very fine or better. (5)
$120

5639
Commemorative medals and tokens, a small group dating
from 1815-1920, mostly 19th Century base metal, an
interesting group. Fine - extremely fine, some scarce. (17)
$200

5640
Constitution Given to the Ionian Islands, 1817, in bronze
(41mm), by Depaulis, obverse Britannia, reverse seven
females representing the Islands, (BHM 958, Eimer 1094).
Good very fine.
$120

5644
Sunday Schools, 50th Anniversary 1831, in silver (39mm),
by Ingram, obverse bust of Robert Raikes, reverse legend,
(BHM 1551, Eimer 1252); another, in white metal (39mm),
by Halliday, obverse bust of James Luckcock, reverse legend
(BHM 1552); another, in white metal (38mm), by Halliday,
obverse bust of Robert Raikes, reverse busts of William IV
and Adelaide (BHM 1553). Extremely fine and rare. (3)
$200

5641
Centenary of Foundation of Blue Coat Charity School,
Birmingham 1824, in white metal (48mm), by Ottley, obverse
view of school, reverse legend (BHM -); Completion of
Birmingham Grammar School 1837, in white metal (48mm),
by Halliday, obverse bust of Edward VI, reverse view of
school (BHM 1753); The Harris Free Public Library and
Museum, in bronze (52mm) obverse view of building, reverse
bust of Earl of Lathom (BHM 3114A); Albert Edward Dock
Opened 1884, in silver (32mm), obverse arms, reverse legend
(BHM -); Burrator Reservoir Plymouth 1898, in bronze
(45mm) obverse view of reservoir, reverse legend (BHM
3635). Good very fine or better. (5)
$150

5645
Medalets, c1830-1977, an accumulation, mostly Edward
VII and George V, in assorted sizes and metals, marriages,
coronations, jubilees, exhibitions, school attendance awards,
includes duplicates. Some cleaned and holed, poor - very
fine. (244)
$200
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5646
Coronations, 1831-1953, medalets in assorted sizes and
metals, mostly white metal, William, 1831 (3); Queen
Victoria, 1838; Edward VII, 1902 (16); George V, 1911 (33);
Edward VIII, 1937 (5); George VI, 1937 (26); Elizabeth II,
1953 (16). Includes duplicates, some with loop mounts or
holed at top, good - extremely fine. (100)
$250

5649
Lodge jewels, c1880s, Masonic, and Ancient Order of
Foresters, silver and silver gilt. Very fine - extremely fine.
(7)
$150
5650
Lodge jewels, Sons of the Pheonix, St Martins Unity Lodge
No.4, handrafted in silver and gold (drop 55mm), by Davis,
Clerkenwell, on ribbon with bar and pin-back suspension,
centre inscribed 'Presented/by the/Officers & Brothers/of the/
St Martins Unity Lodge No 4/U.O.T.A.J.S.P. to P.G.N./Bro
J.Mulligan/as a Mark of Respect for/Past Services/March
16th 1885'; another, St Andrews Lodge, U.O.T.A.S.P.,
handcrafted in silver and gold (drop 80x80mm), by Davis,
Clerkenwell, on ribbon (115x70mm) with bars and other
silver adornments, centre inscribed 'Presented/by the/Officers
& Brothers/of the/St Andrews Lodge No.44/U.O.T.A.S.P.
P.G.N./Bro John Mulligan/for Past Services/March 27th
1888'. Toned, very fine. (2)
$250

part

5647*
Free Grammar School, Birmingham, 1836, in white metal
(51mm), by Davis; Preston Exhibition of Arts & Industry,
1865, white metal (45mm) by A.Moore; Edward VII,
Coronation, 1902, in silver (31mm); also, coin weight for
£3.12s. Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (4)
$150
5651*
Masonic, Rose Croix 18th Degree jewel, c1890, in silver
gilt and enamel (80x70mm), by G.K. (G.Kenning, London).
Extremely fine.
$100
In a fitted case of Kenning, Goldsmith, London.

5652
Great Britain, silver fobs, unnamed of various designs,
hallmarked (4), others unmarked, one described as a
Coronation Souvenir 1902 of unusual shape. Very fine. (6)
$60
5648*
Exhibition of All Nations, London, 1851, seal/scent bottle,
silvered (length 51mm), view of Exhibition building both
sides with inscription 'Exhibition of/All Nations 1851', seal
with incuse image of uniformed bust of Prince Albert. Rare,
nearly extremely fine.
$170

5653
Edward VII, official coronation medallion in silver (56mm)
by de Saules for the Royal Mint (Eimer 1871a; BHM 3737);
another, in bronze in unofficial case. The first in original
Royal Mint case, lightly toned, uncirculated. (2)
$100
551

part

5657*
Exhibitions, British Empire Exhibition, 1924, in bronze
(51mm) by B.Mackennal, obverse, bust of George V left,
crowned and draped, reverse, stylised lion before exhibition
building (BHM 4193 Eimer 1987); British Empire Exhibition,
1925, in bronze (51mm) by B.Mackennal, obverse, bust of
George V left, crowned and draped, reverse, stylised figures
holding objects symbolising food, transport and housing
(BHM 4203, Eimer 1997). First medal with case (damaged),
second medal polished and with edge nicks, good very fine
- nearly uncirculated. (2)
$100

part

5654*
Battle of Jutland Medal, 31 May 1916 (45mm) white metal;
another bronze (45mm); another in cupro-nickel? (22mm).
Proof-like brilliant uncirculated; extremely fine; very fine.
(3)
$100

5655
World War I, prize medal for First Army Horse Show France
25 June 1917, in silver (51mm) reverse plain. In original
case, extremely fine.
$100

5656
Edward VIII, Prince of Wales, Visit to Australia, 1920
(3) (C.1920/5 silver and gilt; 1920/11 bronze); Visit to
Capetown, 1925, in bronze (32mm); Coronation, 1937 (2),
in bronze (44mm, 26mm) (BHM 4308 + variety), aluminium
(38mm)(2); In Commemoration, 1937, bronze gilt (35mm);
Diamond Jubilee of Investiture, 1971 (2) in silver and bronze
(40mm) by R.Lobel. Very fine - nearly extremely fine. (12)
$200

part

5658*
Churchill Centenary, 1874-1965, set of three medals (51mm)
in gold (22ct; 104.35g), edge number 403 of 500, silver
(.925; 66.4g) and bronze, by John Pinches, London, obverse,
facing bust of Winston Churchill, reverse, Churchill family
arms, a shield quartering the arms of Churchill with those
of Spencer and dexter crest of Churchill and sinister crest of
Spencer. In case of issue by John Pinches, uncirculated and
a scarce set. (set of 3)
$5,500
Ex V.B.Short Collection.

lot 5657 obverse
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5659
Investiture of Prince of Wales, 1969, proof-like silver set of
four medallions, by John Pinches, London. In case of issue,
with rust marks on inside lid fabric, uneven tone, extremely
fine.
$100
5660
Churchill Centenary, Trustees Presentation Edition of twenty
four gilt sterling silver medallions (each 25g, 38mm) by
John Pinches, London. Housed in blue presentation album,
nearly FDC. (24)
$250
5661
The Kings and Queens of England, set of forty three sterling
silver medallions (each 41g, 44.5mm)(total weight 1.763kg)
by John Pinches, London. Housed in a red presentation
album, extremely fine - uncirculated. (43)
$750

THE PATRICK J. O'ROURKE COLLECTION OF
ASIAN COINS & BANKNOTES

part

part

5663*
Burma, Tok Coinage, Eastern Toks of the Nam region to the
east of Chiengmai, and are contemporary with the Chiengmai
toks in North-eastern Burma, issued (A.D. 1635-1768)
continued until the 19th century, silver shell money to Tok
coinage also known as pig-mouth money, (61.33 (illustrated),
61.37, 65.46, 42.73, 16.68 g, 25-50mm), obv. disc of silver
with convex lower surface mostly stained with reddish
brown application, (cf.Robinson & Shaw 4.1-3; M.28002805); flattened disc of base silver flower money, (17-19th
century), silver (14.96 g [illustrated] and 245 g) with reverse
base stained again with reddish brown application, obv. with
crystallisation pattern, (M.2810-2812, cf.Robinson & Shaw
4.2 p.25). Fine - very fine, several with holes. (7)
$200

5662*
Burma, standard weights of the Burmese kings, Beast series,
opium weights, period D issued 19th century, weights of
1590 (illustrated), 830, 820 (To), 315, 310, 160 (2) grams,
all on square bases several (3) for each piece with lion (To)
on the third, fifth and sixth others first etc. are of the bird
(Hantha), corresponding to one hundred, fifty, twenty (2)
and ten kyats (2), (Robinson and Shaw, The Coins and
Banknotes of Burma, Chapter 5, cf.pp.31-4 [figure 12, 13],
cf.Gear [Pl.29 and 53-4], cf.M.2831, cf.2841). Very fine
- extremely fine, larger weights rare. (7)
$500
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5666
China, Zhou Dynasty, anonymous issues (c.1000-220 B.C),
cowrie 'money', lot of 17 cowrie (bei) 'money', black metal
(lead) with nice tan patination (3 4.59 g, 8.42 g, 21.93 g)
(last illustrated), bone imitation (7), stone imitation cowrie
with holes at top for stringing, (4), gold plated bronze cowrie
with vertical slit, encrusted (1), other cowries cut (illustrated)
and bronze all with vertical slit, one encrusted (2) (Hartill
1.1-1.3), quantity of millet seed in packet (used as money
100 seeds = 1 ch'u); China pointed spade money in ivory or
bone (illustrated); an interesting uniface baked prakab coins
(baked clay coins) as made in Thailand for king Boromokote
of Ayutthaya (1733-1758 A.D.), (cf.LeMay pl.XXXII#9-14,
Mitchiner Non-Islamic #2867, Coins in Thailand p.38-39.
Taisei 2/94 Sale, Lot 1023), (32) (one illustrated). Mostly
fine - very fine and generally rare. (lot)
$200
An interesting collection. The Cowrie shells, in Chinese called b i, were
used as money probably since around 2000 BC, from the Shang dynasty
up through the Zhou dynasty. The cowries were an intelligent solution to
the need for "small money" because they were collected in seas far south
of China and only kings could afford to import them. Furthermore natural
shells were impossible to counterfeit. Later imitations were made of various
materials: bone, stone, mother of pearl, jade, clay, bronze, and even silver
and bronze with gold plating. Whether imitations were burial money or not
is difficult to tell. This could very well be the case with the pottery, bone and
stone, but the cast bronze imitations were likely used as money.

5667
China, Zhou Dynasty, the top portion of a very large hollow
handle spade (c.500 B.C.?, with a character impressed on
the shaft (weight 181 g), width 105mm, height 70mm,
with dirt and rock attached from a find; together with two
clumps of cash type coins (maybe from Malaysia in tin), as
recovered from a wreck encased in rock etc. (66.5 g and 8.98
g); Pointed metal needle objects with attachments one with
antique arrow head 31mm; another with coins attached at
base including Mexico 8 reales 1793 together with three
other coins from Hong Kong? struck with Queen Victoria's
portrait, 190mm; another in iron with a three Chinese
character block probably for printing purposes, 230mm.
An unusual lot, fair - very fine. (6)
$100

5664*
Cambodia, Khmer kingdom of Angkor (802-1450), lead
'floral' coinage, twenty unit, (75.99 g), 56mm diameter,
(M.2653). Good very fine and rare.
$100
Although described as lead the exact composition is uncertain and could be
an alloy of tin and lead with an admixture of zinc.

5665
Ceylon, (Sri Lanka) or Malaysia, VOC, Dutch occupation
issues in tin claimed as struck in Malacca, (1641-1795,
1818-1825), see Lye pp316 and following; these are although
illustrated in Lye and weigh 12-14 g for 1 stiver and 25-27 g
for 2 stiver, they are all probably fantasies see Lye TL 592,
598, 600, 601, 602, 606, claimed to large tin 1 and 2 stiver
issues variously dated 1778, 1779 and 1782; together with
India temple pieces (2), Kushan copper (2), Portuguese India,
Pedro IV 20 bazarucos 1828, Medieval India and Australia
florin 1954. Mostly very fine. (13)
$100
All in packets described with source and cost noted.

part

5668*
China, Zhou dynasty, Warring States period, c.400-220 B.C.,
Ming Dynasty weapons, various types including a two stem
dagger (21.5cm) and a short blade dagger (27 cm), a spear
head (18 cm) and arrow heads (2, 12cm and 14.5cm). All
with green oxidation, otherwise fine. (5)
$100

lot 5666 part
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5669
China, Zhou dynasty, Warring States period, c.400-220 B.C.,
and Han Dynasty (221 B.C - 206 A.D.) of various knives
of various shapes mostly as tomb pieces, several with loop
holder at the handle end, various sizes and shapes (13-18cm),
differing from the normal knife money, one with a broken
end only, another as a modern iron piece (13.5cm). Most
with green oxidation, otherwise fair - fine. (9)
$200
Ex Moorabool Antique Galleries (one with hole in blade and other with a
block solid handle).

part

5671*
China, Han Dynasty, bronze cake money, c.140-87 B.C.,
62mm diameter, (157.6 g) made for money circulation;
another pottery cake c.2nd - 1st Century B.C., 68mm
diameter, (81.50 g) made for a tomb; another glazed and
fired clay in the shape of a mound with a flower design, c.10
B.C. - 50 A.D., 55mm diameter, (63.00 g) (illustrated). Very
fine and rare. (3)
$100
Ex Monetarium Auction No.1, Singapore 18th April 2008 (lot 140 and
143) for the first two pieces.

part

5670*
China, Zhou Dynasty (400-220 B.C.) to North & South
Dynasties (420-581), an extensive collection of issues of
ant nose money varieties (44), Warring States period (350220 B.C.) early round coins including the following Hartill
numbers 6.3, 6.6 (illustrated), 6.13, 6.17 6.21, 6.22, 6.25,
7.1, 7.4, 7.6, others from 255-206 B.C., Western Han
Dynasty, (206 B.C. - A.D.6), small coins with large holes
Hartill 7.10-7.13 (19), others cf.7.17 (87); Wu Zhu issues
cf.Hartill 8.8, with varieties (87); Wang Mang (A.D. 7-23),
Hartill 9.2, 9.4, others including Hartill 11.36 a 5000 cash
coin (10 pieces known), North and South Dynasties (420581) various issues (23) including rectangular and round 4
zhu coins, Hartill (page 102); all with varieties within each
ruler's issues that provides a wide range of issues that include
much duplication, some multiple cash coins, all coins are in
2x2 Hartberger packets and many with descriptive details
with the collector's attribution or comment, all are housed
in a large spring clamp file folder. Poor - good very fine, a
few are rare. (308)
$750

part

5672*
China, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang Interregnum, huo-pu 'The
pu currency', spade money, height 60mm, width 24mm, (45
B.C. - 23 A.D.), (Hartill 9.30) (5); assorted similar smaller
issues known as the 10 spades issued from 10-14 A.D., these
could be modern copies and have values from 100 - 1000
on them, they include (Hartill 9.20 (very small), 9.21, 9.22,
9.23, 9.24, 9.25, 9.26, 9.27, 9.28 (illustrated), 9.29. All with
green and dirt encrustation, smaller issues rare, mostly fine
- very fine. (15)
$200
Wang Mang was a nephew of the Dowager Empress Wang, and during his
time as her regent he usurped the throne, and founded the Xin Dynasty. He
introduced a number of currency reforms which met with varying degrees
of success. During the third reform, in AD 10, Wang Mang issued the "Ten
Spades" series and according to the History of Han: "The people became
bewildered and confused, and these coins did not circulate. They secretly used
Wu Zhu coins for their purchases (see Hartill for further details).

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading,
attribution and provenance.
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5673
China, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang Interregnum, (c.A.D.
7-22), a modern cast copy of "Bu Quan", bronze mould
70x112mm, for making eight cash with two characters on
one side, value one, cash diameter 22mms, issued 7-23 A.D.,
eight characters on reverse, (Coin type Hartill 9.70, Sch.176,
TFP 502), large personal seal 28x28x7 mm; Qing Dynasty,
Wen Zong, Board of Works mint, large cash coins 50 and 100
cash (Hartill 22.760, 22.762), similar Kaifeng, Henan, 100
cash (2), (Hartill 22.848); copies of knife money (2), other
large charms (2), other fantasies (15); regular Chinese cash
mostly in packets described (17), early issues of Western Han
Dynasty (8), (175-119 B.C.), Hartill 7.15 ff; Annam cash (1);
various examples of ring money (7) 12-29mm diameters.
Fine - very fine several rare. (lot)
$100

5674
China, Wu Zhu coins (25-221 A.D.) and similar issues
as minor varieties or duplicates, including issues of the
Sui dynasty of (518-618) (207) (420-581); an extensive
collection of issues of the Tang dynasty including varieties
and multiple cash of Emperor Su Zong (756-762), (185);
issues of the Five dynasties and the Ten Kingdoms (907960) (26), including a charm and others in lead cf.Hartill
15.70; all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger packets and many
with descriptive details with the collector's attribution or
comment, all are housed in a large spring clamp file folder.
Poor - good very fine, a few are scarce. (418)
$300

5676*
China, a very important Northern Sung hoard and bowl
(total weight 7.12 kg), as found with cash of Hui Zong
(1101-1125), containing coins of period 1107-1110 (Hartill
16.418, Sch.629), the bowl probably weighs about 750 g
and the contents 6kg = 1800 coins. Extremely rare as an
intact hoard, bowl very fine coins fine - very fine but with
oxidation.
$1,000
Each coin of this type weighs about 3.5g as independantly established and
consequently 7,120 - 0.750 = 6,370 = about 1800 coins.
Please note: No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney
Office.

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading,
attribution and provenance.

5677
China, Northern Sung Dynasty, an extensive collection of
issues of cash from the reigns of Tai-Zu (Song Yuan) 960976, to issues of Hui Zong (Xuan He) 1101-1125, from
various mints, and with many varieties within each ruler's
issues including each rulers various titles that provides a
wide range of issues that include much duplication, (87),
also includes a few coins struck in iron and many multiple
cash coins, noted 10 cash issues of Hui Zong (1101-1125),
(Hartill 16.426), all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger packets and
many with descriptive details with the collector's attribution
or comment, all are housed in a large spring clamp file folder.
Very good - good very fine, a few are scarce. (348)
$300

5675
China, various dynasties including Pan-Liang, Wu Chu,
Wang Mang, Tang, Southern Sung, Ming and country Annam
copper cash and a few modern copies as well as plastic bag
of multiple cash and several hoard conglomorates of cash,
all as unsorted issues in three large plastic containers sorted
into rough groups, (approx 400, mostly with green oxidation
from finds), a similar lot in three large plastic containers
(approx 500) of Qing dynasty 1644-1911, including a large
quantity of Ch'ien Lung 1736-1795 and Chia Ch'ung 17961820 cash from various mints; also includes a few machine
made copper ten cash from the Empire and Republic. Poor
- fine. (approx 1000)
$150

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.

5678
China, Northern Sung dynasty cash and multiple cash,
960-1127, unsorted issues in plastic container sorted into
groups, (approx 150, mostly with green oxidation); a
similar lot (approx 200) of Qing dynasty issues of Xuan
Zong 1821-1850 from various mints; others later issues in a
similar container (approx 50); a Pascall sweets tin containing
modern copies of Chinese Qing cash in three strings of 200
each etc. Fine - very fine. (approx 1000)
$100
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5679
China, Southern Sung Dynasty, an extensive collection
of issues of cash from the reigns of Gao Zong (Jian Yan)
1127-1162, to issues of Du Zong (Xian Chun) 1265-1274,
with various titles, years and with many varieties within
each ruler's issues, a wide range of issues that include some
duplication, (118), also includes a few coins of the Tarter
dynasties (6); Western Xia dynasties 1032-1227 (10); Yuan
dynasty 1280-1368, (12) including 10 cash coins (4), Hartill
19.46; Yuan Rebel issues 1355-1366 (2) struck by Han
Lin'er; Ming dynasty, 1368-1644 (74), various rulers from
Zhu Yuanzhang (as Prince of Wu) 1361-1368 including
3 cash coins (2) to Si Zong 1628-1644; Ming Pretenders,
(20), Southern Ming, Princes of Fu, Lu and Tang issues
etc to Geng Jingzhong, Hartill 21.123, all coins are in 2x2
Hartberger packets and many with descriptive details with
the collector's attribution or comment, all are housed in a
large spring clamp file folder. Very good - good very fine,
several are rare. (240)
$600
A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.

5680
China, Southern Ming Dynasty, Sun Kewang (adopted son
of rebel Zhang Xianzhong) (1648-1657) large copper ten
cash or one fen in silver, (Hartill 21.13, Sch.1334); Ming
Dynasty, issue of Zhu Yuanzhang, as Prince of Wu (13611368), ten cash, (Hartill 20.45, Sch, 1134); another State of
Qi (250-220 B.C.), (city of Yi) six hua (Hartill 6.25, Sch. 71)
damaged; a charm as type of cash with reign titles, (Zhong
guo hua qian No.1044); another gambling token with horse
on reverse; other large multiple cash and charms, a diverse
group, all appear to be modern copies (18). Mostly fine or
better. (23)
$200

5681*
China, Yuan dynasty, Emperor Shun (Toghon Temur), 13331368, large bronze five qian, 82mm, (205 g), Jian mint in
Jianxi province (?), Cast 1350-1368, obv. Zhi Zheng Zhi Bao
in Hanzi characters, rev. Quan Chao Wu qian (Equivalent
in paper money to five qian [five thousand]) in Hanze
characters, (Hartill 19.124 R2 [$2600]; Shanghai IV 13940). Good very fine and very rare.
$500
Ex Monetarium, Singapore Auction, April 5, 2010.
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5682
China, various dynasties, all in a large box, with cash from
the Northern Sung dynasty, as strings of 100 cash (900),
similar lot of Qing dynasty as strings of cash (200) and loose
coins mostly Qing dynasty (approx 750) all stored in two
large plastic bags; together with sorted Qing copper cash
of Shun Chih 1644-1661 and K'ang Hsi 1662-1722, from
various mints and others all in two large plastic containers
sorted into rough groups, (approx 100); together with (11)
charms or created fantasy multiple cash, cash coins and small
charms described as 'found in Bali' on felt cards (11) and cash
in a box with old cloth from an old belt?, many with green
oxidation from finds. Poor - fine. (approx 2000)
$200

part

5686*
China, Qing Empire and Republic, an extensive collection of
issues of copper ten cash struck coins from various provinces
from Anhwei to Szechuan (44), together with general issue
ten cash of various dates (31), one cash (3), other issues in
cupro-nickel (13) an additional few in silver (Kwang Tung
10 and 20 cents, (12); General Omnibus tokens (3), Homan
and Szechuan multiple cash to 200 cash issues (34); lot also
includes Sinkiang Province, Yakub Beg (1865-1877), copper
pul, struck in Kashgar, Turki legend both sides (XN 177; KM
C.36-7.1) (illustrated), and with some varieties within each
Province issues that include some duplication, all coins are
in 2x2 Hartberger packets and many with descriptive details
with the collector's attribution or comment, all are housed
in a large spring clamp file folder. Very good - very fine, a
few are scarce. (approx 143)
$300

5683
China, Qing Dynasty, an extensive collection of issues of
cash from the reigns of Shun-Chin (Shi Zu) 1644-1661, from
various mints, (47) issues of Kang Hsi (Sheng Zu) 16621722, from various mints, providing a wide range of issues
and include some duplication, (87), issues of Yong Zheng
(Shi Zong) 1723-1735, from various mints and varieties (19),
issues of Chien Lung (Gao Zong) 1736-1795, from various
mints a wide range of issues with much duplication, (208,
includes several odd items), all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger
packets and descriptive details with the collector's attribution
or comment, all are housed in a large spring clamp file folder.
Very good - very fine, some scarce. (361)
$250

The last coin, attributed to Yakub Beg created the Yatta Shahhar Khanate
after capturing Kashgar in 1867, he was supported by the British and
Russians. He acknowledged the sovereignty of Turkey over him. His rule
was brought to an end in 1877 by General Zuo Zongtan.

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.

5687
China, Qing Dynasty - Republic, assorted ten cash (28) and
other issues (3) including issues of Custom House, Hu Peh,
Kwang-Tung, Foo-Kien, Kiang-Nan, assorted mints of the
Tai Ching Ti Kuo copper ten cash type, together with silver
(5) including Kwang Tung, twenty cash (3) and ten cash.
Mostly fine a few better. (36)
$150

5684
China, Qing Dynasty, an extensive collection of issues of
cash from the reigns of Chia Ching (Ren Zong) 1796-1820,
from various mints, (95) together with issues of Tao Kuang
(Xuan Zong) (1821-1850, from various mints, providing a
wide range of issues and include some duplication, (125), all
coins are in 2x2 Hartberger packets and descriptive details
with the collector's attribution or comment, all are housed
in a large spring clamp file folder. Very good - very fine,
some scarce. (220)
$120

5688
China, Qing Dynasty, in a large wooden box, cash of a string
of 200 coins of Gao Zong (Chien Lung), 1736-1795; another
similar string of 100 coins; together with 4 x 100 strings of
cash from the Northern Sung Dynasty all with heavy green
oxidation and about 200 cash as small copies from Annan
on a string. Poor - very fine. (approx 900)
$100

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.

5685
China, Qing Dynasty, an extensive collection of issues with
duplication of cash and multiple cash from the reigns of
Hsien Feng (Wen Zong) 1851-1861, from various mints
(127); together with issues of T'ung Chih (Mu Zong)
1862-1874, from various mints, providing a wide range of
issues (46); together with issues of Kuang Hsu (De Zong)
1875-1908 (77) many not described but loose; together with
issues of Hsuan Tung (Puyi) 1909-1911 (18), together with
additional coins as found on ship wrecks, machine made
cash, modern copies etc earlier issues from Sung Dynasty and
Qing Dynasty (44); almost all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger
packets and many with descriptive details with the collector's
attribution or comment, all are housed in a large spring clamp
file folder. Very good - very fine, some scarce. (312)
$200
A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.
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5690
China, cash a quantity fused together as found in three large
agregates and smaller units (total weight 410 g) from Wang
Mang to Qing dynasties, loose cash coins with corrosion
(11); Wang Mang, huo-pu 'The pu currency', spade money,
height 60mm, width 24mm, (45 B.C. - 23 A.D.), made into
a container thickness 20mm (Hartill 9.30); a modern bronze
mould 58x58mm, for making six cash with four characters
on one side, value one, cash diameter 14mm, of type issued 914 A.D., (Coin type Hartill 9.14, Sch.139, TFP 459); assorted
charms in jade (3), silver (1); another bronze, octagonal with
mounted support with purchase ticket attached; another
bronze created cash with hanging support diameter 27mm,
height 34mm, thickness 7mm; other assorted items in 2x2
Hartbergers (9) one claiming to be a Holy medal in tin
(from Malaysia river hoard); another cut Tibet 5/8 mohar
(1774-7) (cf.KM.485); small copper Chinese weights (4);
Indonesia, large iron ball money, 16-18th century but these
are modern fantasies all with etched Arabic scrip, weight
69.10 g, 32.42 g and 19.28 g, (uncertain status), others as
small iron denominations (6) (these believed to be used in
Borneo), (5.56-14.38 g), (cf.M.3995-3998, [p.476, World of
Islam]); "trial" of Kiang Nan Province dollar on blank base
metal plate with two examples impressed, modern copies;
Thailand, rusted die striking on a copper plate of one baht
1962 (cf.KM.Y84) (Ex Australian Coin Auctions Sale 269
(lot 1415), others including box (2), a dice and a book
containing the ten most invaluable silver coins of China (a
collection of fakes). Fine - uncirculated. (lot)
$200
5691
China, a colourful home decoration made from Qing
Dynasty cash coins as a large hanging object tied with
Chinese knots signifying good luck, wealth all held with
a continuous string thread indicating endless fortune and
prosperity in the home. Very fine.
$100

part

5689*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, bamboo, wood, ivory and
one silver (illustrated), cash tokens or tally sticks c.late 19th
century, various issues, as long sticks usually with a hole at
the end, and stamped with Chinese characters one or both
sides, several have numbers also added, the silver (illustrated)
for two jiao c.1930s from Jiansu Province, (See Spink-Taisai
Sale 15, 2-3 Sept., 1993, lot 715 illustrates similar examples
and Noble Numismatics Sale 83 (lot 2206). Mostly extremely
fine and rare. (13)
$150

While handing in an open area the hanging coins will ring as the wind passes
through the decoration.

These tokens as bamboo money were used in some gambling dens, and as
wooden tallies they were definitely used in the game of Chong Un Ch'au,
a dice game. One of these a 200 cash-coin bamboo tallies, comes from the
Guang-Shan Bank, in China in 1895.

5692*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped
sycee ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot
X'ian Prefecture, one large rectangular block of characters,
this cast by Smith-Yong Xingqing, flattened base oval sycee,
reading on right side 'Xi An Shou', left side Yong Xing Qing'
and centre Zhen Zheng, five taels or 5.25 ounces (163.3 g),
height 44mm, width 38.5mm, depth 21mm, (Cribb 499,
type XLIIB, Pl.51), for similar size and characters. Nearly
very fine and rare.
$200
Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2004 (lot
240 part).
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5695*
China, Qing Dynasty, Yunnan Province, silver three tael
stamped remittance ingot as a 3 taels rectangular shaped
sycee ingot with two blocks of stamps, c.1796-1820 (111.7
g), height 35.5mm, width 45mm, depth 14mm, Chia Ching
collected profit on his 8th year (approx 1804), (cf.Cribb
1024ff, cf.M.4053, [p.523]). Very fine.
$200

5693*
China, Qing dynasty, Guangxi Province, silver ten tael
stamped ingot as a square trough, 10 taels as a sycee ingot
of double headed axe shape, two blocks of stamps, top
'Xiang Jeng' (Silver shop), (1875-1908), (381.6 g), height
57.7mm, width 39-49mm, depth 27.5mm, (cf.Cribb 708,
type LVIIIC). Very fine, rare.
$300

Ex Downie's Auction Sale 273, 19 October 2000 (lot 1011).

Ex Hong Kong Queen's Road, November 1984. (lot 289).

5696*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure silver ingot,
this probably from Sichuan Province, ten taels or ten ounce
type (358 g), with block of two identical groups of characters,
height 46mm, width 56mm, depth 28mm, with 970 stamp as
well (silver quality), (cf.Cribb type XLC [Pl.49], for similar
size and characters. Very fine and rare.
$300
Ex I.S.Wright, Melbourne, December 24, 1984.

5694*
China, Qing Dynasty, Kweichow Province, silver ten tael
stamped ingot as a square trough 10 taels sycee ingot of
double headed axe shape, five blocks of stamps, right side
Kuang-Hsu 25th year (1899-1900), (381 g), height 57.2mm,
width 46mm depth 25mm, bottom Treasury silver, centre
Wan Yong You (silversmith), it is believed this sycee was
restamped over an older Kiangsi sycee, (cf.Cribb 715-6).
Very fine, rare.
$500

5697*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) or later, silver mother
hen shaped sycee ingot, Yunnan Province, cast in a round
based mould of oval shape, without stamps, two and a half
taels or 2.5 ounces (78 g), height 34mm, width 27mm, depth
18.5mm, (Cribb 674, type LVA, Pl.57), for similar example.
Nearly very fine.
$100

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction, October 2003 (lot 289).

Ex Tony Lye, K.L.Malaysia, April 2000.
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5698
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped sycee
ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot for
Wugong County, flattened base oval sycee, reading on right
side 'Wu Gong', left side uncertain, four and a quarter taels
or 5.1 ounces (158.2 g), height 36mm, width 45mm, depth
19mm, (Cribb 520-1 [p.182], type XLIIF), for similar size
and characters. Good fine and rare.
$150

5701
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped
sycee ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot
for uncertain County, flattened base oval sycee, reading on
right side ' - Nan', left side '- Yong' and 'Zhen', four taels
or 4.8 ounces (138 g), height 36.7mm, width 46mm, depth
18.5mm, (cf.Cribb -, type XLIIG, Pl.52), for similar size.
Good fine, with weak characters, rare.
$150

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2007 (lot
240 part).

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2007 (lot
240 part).

5702
China, Qing Dynasty or Republic, silver fine silk oval
ingots as sycee ingots produced in a round base mould, five
taels with indented waist from the Yunnan area, without
stamp marks but red ink for 184 = (183.3 g), 5.9 ounces,
continuously produced from the Ch'ing Dynasty to Republic
period, base length 52mm, width 29mm and height 30mm;
another as a fine silk round sycee ingot of approximate
weight of a Mexican silver dollar, two thirds tael, (23.5 g)
and three quarters of an ounce, diameter 33.5mm, thickness
9.3mm; both without symbols or characters, (Cribb 1220
and 1240 respectively). Very fine. (2)
$100

5699*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped sycee
ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot for
uncertain County, flattened base oval sycee, reading on right
side 'Chang Sheng?', left side 'Yin Li' (silver foundry), three
and three quarter taels or 4.45 ounces (138 g), height 38mm,
width 43.5mm, depth 19.3mm, (Cribb 540 [p.184], type
XLIIG, Pl.52), for similar size. Very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Tony Lee, Hong Kong, October 1989 for first ingot, second ingot from
Hong Kong Numismatic Centre, Hong Kong, November 1984.

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2007 (lot
240 part).

5703*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped sycee
ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot for
Jin Yang County, flattened base oval sycee, reading on right
side 'Jin Yang', left side Li Ju (smith), three and a half taels
or 4.2 ounces (130.1 g), height 32mm, width 45mm, depth
21mm, (cf.Cribb -, type XLIIF), for similar size. Very fine,
with chisel cut underneath near edge and rare.
$200

5700*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped
sycee ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot
Huizhen District?, or maybe Huining County in Gansu
Province, this cast by Smith (He Shun), flattened base oval
sycee, reading on right side 'Hui Zhen', left side 'He Shun'
and centre 'Zhen', three and a half taels or 3.75 ounces
(116.6 g), height 42mm, width 34mm, depth 19mm, (Cribb
537, type XLIIG, Pl.51), for similar size and characters.
Good very fine and rare.
$250

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2007 (lot
240 part).

Ex Tony Lee (Geelong), July 1995.
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5707*
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver two and a half
tael stamped remittance ingot as a 2 1/2 taels, rectangular
shaped sycee ingot with two blocks of stamps that are both
the same 'Chun (Yunnan) Man Hing (small square sycee or
silver smith) and a central stamp as a tax stamp 'Ke' (tax)
in the centre, c.1910-1940 (83.5 g), height 33mm, width
43.3mm, depth 8mm, (Cribb -, M.-). Very fine, rare.
$200

5704*
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped sycee
ingot, Shanxi Province, trough ingot, a local tax ingot for
uncertain County, flattened base oval sycee, three taels or
3.87 ounces (120.1 g), height 33mm, width 42mm, depth
19.3mm, (cf.Cribb -, type XLIIG). Very fine, unlisted and
unknown type, very rare.
$200
Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 27, 2007 (lot
240 part).

Ex Tony Lee in Geelong, July 1995.

5708*
China, Republic, Yunnan, Liangchuo Keding, Provincial one
stamp tax ingots, two (2) Tael tax ingot, not dated, (78.89 g),
with several groups of Chinese characters, (cf,Cribb BMCClass LXXI). Toned, extremely fine, rare.
$100

5705*
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver five tael stamped
remittance ingot as a 5 taels sycee ingot or saddle pack
(pack saddle) with six blocks of stamps, c.1875-1933 (202.5
g), height 36mm, width 60mm depth 17mm, on right side
Shen Firm, also Hui Hao Weng Yin (Remittance Bank Fine
Silver), with additional stamp at top 'Fu Hsin' (Cribb 751ff,
cf.M.4057-4085, [p.525]). Very fine.
$400

Ex C.C. Hu (Taiwan), NOvember 2006.

Ex Downie's Auction 295, July 2007 (lot 2360).

5709*
China, Republic, privately made silver five taels sycee, a
stamped crudely made ingot as a New Years gift, with single
centre stamp of 'fu' (blessings), apparently made from six
silver dollar coins, and one melted on top, each dollar approx
(26 g), c. 1930-1940, (179.6 g), height 70.6mm, width 33.742mm, depth 14mm, (Cribb -). Very fine, rare.
$200

5706*
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver five tael stamped
remittance ingot as a 5 taels sycee ingot or saddle pack (pack
saddle) with five blocks of stamps, c.1875-1933 (195.5 g),
height 37mm, width 60.5mm depth 16.5mm, on right side
Shen Firm, also Hui Hao Weng Yin (Remittance Bank Fine
Silver), (cf.Cribb 751ff, cf.M.4057-4085, [p.525]). Very
fine.
$400

Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.5, March 2004. (lot 242).
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5712*
China, Republic, silver boat or shoe shaped sycee ingot,
made on a flat oval base, in a metal mould with high edges,
modern manufacture in good silver, made as a presentation
gift for New Year, birthdays or weddings, as a silver ingot,
1.95 ounces (60.1 g), with five sets of characters within boat,
five more on base, and one set on side, (Cribb -). Good very
fine and rare.
$100
Ex Hong Qiao Market, Beijing, September 2000.
part

5710*
China, Republic, presentation sycees of one quarter tael, a)
shoe shape with one stamp 'Ji' (exchange bank), given by
bank for weddings, birthdays, new year etc., (8.4 g), height
24mm, width 17mm, thickness 5mm; b) diamond shape with
character 'fu' (blessing), mostly for a new year gift, (10.4 g),
height 19mm, width 22mm, thickness 5mm; c) oval shape
with three stamps centre 'cai' (wealth), other two reading
(exchange bank or the sign of the [bank]), generally given as
a gift by the bank (10.0 g), height 16.5mm, width 24.4mm,
thickness 4mm; d) a third tael, square shape with two stamps
larger stamp 'he shun', lesser stamp 'ji' meaning in all (the
Heshun exchange bank), a gift from the bank for weddings
etc., (12.4 g), height 16.5mm, width 21mm, thickness 5mm.
Very fine or better, last two illustrated. (4)
$200

5713
China, Qing Dynasty or Republic, base silver boat or shoe
shaped sycee ingot of one tael, made on a flat oval base,
with high edges, modern manufacture made to represent an
original but an old contemporary copy, 1.15 ounces (34.55
g), others as a Shanxi Fushou small boat shaped ingots,
one for one tael as a presentation ingot (34.8 g) with one
character 'fu' (blessings) within boat, another half tael (18.6
g), this with one character 'shau' (long life) within boat,
(Cribb 240 and 146 respectively). Very fine. (3)
$100
Ex Yue Po Chai Antique Company, Hong Kong, November 1986 for the first
ingot; and others from Queens Road, Hong Kong March 1985.

Ex Stephen Cole, Hobart, July 1996-8 for all coins.

5711
China, Qing Dynasty late period, multiple stamp and
chopped silver ingot, as a silver sycee, one tael of a double
axe shape or saddle type, c.1880-1900, (31.10 g), with
impressed Chinese characters, 43mm x 24mm (at ends) and
16mm in middle, (Cribb -), others as boat sycee issues with
raised centres and identical impressed stamps, raised on the
base (2) (78.89 g and 66.11 g), a smaller example no marks
(10.32 g), (cf.Cribb type XXXIII), these last three of base
metal; together with two balls made from 1946 and 1951
Australia florins, these made in the Far East. First, a very
rare shape and very fine, others fine - very fine. (6)
$100

5714*
China, figure in bronze of the Money God Liu Hai, sitting
astride a three legged toad (ht 12cm), holding a removable
large charm (dia 11.8cm) aloft. Good very fine.
$450
Ex Ray Jewell Collection.
lot 5712
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5715
China, assorted objects including a Chinese traditional
carving seal sculpture Stamp of stone seal as art craft stored
within its own purse and ink pad; various axe heads one
probably from the Han dynasty, another from North-East
Thailand as a bronze socketed adze from Bian Chiang
(c.2700-1000 B.C.), (2); blunt edge with metal or leather
support probably for smoothing and deburring leather, (3).
Mostly fine, and interesting lot. (6)
$100
part

5719*
China, chopped mark dollar type coins, including Mexico
pillar dollar Philip V, 1741, Mexico city mint with about
30 chopmarks (illustrated); another of Charles IV, 1805
with several chopmarks; China, Yuan Shih Kai dollar year 3
(1914) with several chopmarks; Japan, one yen (2), both with
gin marks, both of year 28 each with about ten chopmarks.
Fair - very fine. (5)
$200

part

5716*
China, Communist era, an extensive collection of modern
issues by date from 1956 of one fen to 2008 one yuan all
in base metal (99); Hong Kong, a range of issues from
1863 including 1866 dollar holed, half dollar 1893 (EF)
(illustrated), 1902 (gVF), and other issues to 1997 (67);
Republic of China (Taiwan) various issues from 1949 - 2008,
including silver fifty and 100 dollars coins of 1965, (76), all
providing a wide range of issues and include no duplicates,
allmost coins are in 2x2 Hartberger packets and a few with
descriptive details, all are housed in a large spring clamp file
folder. Very good - uncirculated, a few scarce. (242)
$250

5720
China and Malaysia, an accumulation of tin objects in a large
segmented plastic container (used for sinkers etc for fishing),
these mostly from Malaysia and which are generally corroded
or oxidised, lot includes tin or lead balls of various sizes
(approx 30), tin pitis (approx 30 mostly oxidised), a large
bullet shaped object rising to a pyramid at end length 60mm,
(115 g); from China, a very large accumulation of Chinese
cash as aggregates held together by corrosion in groups of
5-30 cash per bundle giving a total weight in excess of 3
kg, all stored in a large wooden 'Eminentes Deliciosas' box;
together a hoard in a plastic box container of 'dingle dangle'
bridge money, part knife money pieces and spade coins, the
lot all appear to be as recovered as stray or lots from water
or burial; together with a small collection of Vietnam coins in
a album as marketed from stalls in South East Asia. Mostly
poor, a researches lot for cleaning etc. (100s)
$100

5717
China, Qing dynasty, Chinese made abacus, as type known
as a suan pan (with two beads over five), these examples
have 13 and 15 columns for calculation, larger one has a
small plate in Chinese on edge. Very fine. (2)
$100
The abacus is also called a counting frame, is a calculating tool and perhaps
the oldest continuously used calculating tool aside from fingers, the abacus
is a masterpiece of power and simplicity. Abacuses were widely used in Asia
and Europe for centuries, and remain common today.

5718
China, Mahjong game, a complete collection with
instructions, containing 144 tiles and other pieces on placed
on trays and stored within a leather box with handle, as
produced by Frank Buckler on Tottenham, London, c.first
half of the 20th century. Very fine or better. (lot)
$100
Mahjong is a game that originated in Qing Empire. It is commonly played by
4 players (with some 3-player variations found in South Korea and Japan).
The game and its regional variants are widely played throughout Eastern and
South Eastern Asia and have a small following in Western countries. Similar
to the Western card game rummy, Mahjong is a game of skill, strategy, and
calculation and involves a degree of chance. The game is played with a set of
144 tiles based on Chinese characters and symbols, although some regional
variations use a different number of tiles. In most variations, each player
begins by receiving 13 tiles. In turn players draw and discard tiles until they
complete a legal hand using the 14th drawn tile to form 4 groups (melds)
and a pair (head). There are fairly standard rules about how a piece is drawn,
how a piece is stolen from another player and thus melded, the use of simples
(numbered tiles) and honors (winds and dragons), the kinds of melds, and
the order of dealing and play. However, there are many regional variations
in the rules; in addition, the scoring system and the minimum hand necessary
to win varies significantly based on the local rules being used.

5721*
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, silver half dollar, 1866 (Pr.4;
KM.8; Ma.C33). Nearly very fine.
$400
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5722*
Hong Kong, silver ingot, 150 grams, with Hong Kong
Shanghai Specie office stamp with Victoria portrait
horizontal, VR and crown stamp, Chinese mark, 'Zu Yin',
for pure silver and 999.9 fine silver mark. Good very fine
and rare.
$400
5725*
Katanga, Katanga cross, issue of the Katanga tribe in Africa,
also known as Baluba cross, 22-23 cms across, (Opitz
[p.124], Quiggin [p.77], Sigler [p.17]). Very fine.
$120
Made by pouring copper into moulds made in sand. The Katanga cross is
a scarce and unusual piece of primitive money. It is large, normally about
12-18 cms across. It was used in parts of what is now Zaire up to the early
20th century. One would buy about 22 pounds of flour or five or six chickens.
Two would buy a gun or a female slave for five to ten crosses. A male slave
in 1907 was worth three to five crosses.

5726
Laos - Thailand, Kingdom of Lanchang (Luang Prabang),
silver ingot lat money, tiger tongue type, of value one and a
half tamlung, circa 1750-1800, 90mm 110-120mm, (53 g,
others 90-115 g), with characteristic warty surface, no other
symbols on the convex surface, two with three character
letters 'na', plain reverse, issued 1590-1707 (cf.Le May
Pl.IV,1, M.3007-3009). Very fine all with usual shape. (7)
$300

part

5723*
Java, United East India Company, Batavian Republic,
Kingdom of Holland, Kingdom of Netherlands, dump bonk
coinage, copper two stuivers, 1796 (19.07 g), 1797 (43.84
g), 1798 (23.57 g), 1799 (37.23 g), 1800 (24.62 g), 1801
(42.47 g), 1802 (42.95 g), 1803 (38.43 g), 1804 (41.69 g),
1805 (34.95 g), 1806 (41.78 g), 1807 (40.09 g), another
(23.52 g), 1808 (17.25 g), 1809 (17.15 g), 1810 (18.25
g), 1818 (25.56 g), together with smaller examples various
dates of odd shapes (5) these may be contemporary forgeries,
(KM.181, 207, 211, 222, 224.1-3, 236). All with clear dates,
fine - very fine, scarce, many with tickets. (22)
$400

5727
Malaya, Malacca Sultanate issues of tin pitis by Sultan
Muzaffar Shah (1446-1456) various types and condition,
(12); Sultan Mansur Shah (1459-1477), (3); Sutlan Bin
Mahmud Shah (1488-1511), various types and condition
(25) and special issues in 1510 (2); others of above types
worn etc (14), most coins described on 2x2 Hartbergers,
several with source noted. Poor - fine. (56)
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction July 2003 and Tan in Penang in 2002 etc.

5724
Java, United East India Company, Batavian Republic,
Kingdom of Holland, Kingdom of Netherlands, dump bonk
coinage, copper one stuivers, 1796 (23.58 g), 1797 (24.02 g)
another (20.59 g), 1798 (21.55 g), 1800 (26.40 g), another
(6.61 g), 1801 (21.38 g) another (8.74 g), 1804 (16.29 g),
1805 (15.11 g), another 20.16 g), 1806 (16.82 g), 1807
(24.89 g), another (19.76 g), 1810 (12.40 g), 1818 (19.17
g), half stuiver issues 180- (11.91 g), 1804 (3.48 g), together
with another example 1803? (5.75 g) with reverse letters and
numbers a contemporary forgery, (KM.180, 206, 210, 213,
229, 235). Most with clear dates, good - very fine, scarce,
many with tickets. (19)
$250

5728
Malay Peninsula, most probably from Perak, tin animal
coinage of the 14 - 18th century some later, bird cast tin
a) cock 26x34mm (4.6 g); b) another with two attached
34x24mm (6.22 g); tin fish 42mm long (5.10 g) another
33mm long (6.70 g); two rings broken off from a cock bird,
24.5mm long, 11.3mm wide, 2.20 g), several similar to Tony
Lye's book (also cf.SS Perak 56-58; SS 66, cf.Opitz p.14);
assorted tin coins (29) described as being from the river
Sungei Musi in Palembang very fine, animal coins are rare.
Mostly fine - extremely fine. (34)
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction July 2003 and Singapore Auctions March
2003 etc.
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5729
Malaysia, assorted tin currencies, including primitive conical
ingots and other shapes from the 13th century (7), (cf.
M.3069-3071); another Malacca, a five rounded petal flower
in centre of convex surface (37.36 g), (Tony Lee No.TL
153), another with scalloped edge with Chinese character
(bao) (Tony Lee No.TL 167), another of a fish (Tony Lee
TL 132; together with shaped gambars (canoe shaped) (cf.
M.3072-3072a), (2); Pahang, tin hat money, (tin tampang
coinage), one hundredth dollar or quarter tampang (28 x
28 mms), issued by Bendahara Sewa Raja Ahmad (18631884), authorised in AH 1295 = 1878 A.D., plain reverse
type (8.64 g), (M.3122 = M.3935, Pridmore 61). Fine, some
rare types. (13)
$120

part

5731*
Malaysia, assorted tin currencies, including tin animal
money and other shapes of the 13th-14th century (7), these
from Malacca, crocodiles lengths 55, 75 and 140mm each
respectively (17.01, 34.97 and 175 g [illustrated]), (Tony Lee
No.TL 87, 84 and 83), another (2) of tortoises (58.84 and
280 g) with Chinese character for wealth for the lighter coin
and Yuan bao for the heavier example (Tony Lee cf.TL 76
and 79 [illustrated]). Very fine or better, rare types. (5)
$200

5732
Malaysia, Malacca, an interesting accumulation of tin coins,
a few probably fantasies but mostly as recovered from water
and many with corrosion and surface oxidation, two are
encased in a hanging frame, a soldo and a bastardo (Nau
- sailing ship), these with reference to 'The Collection of
Malacca Coinages' by Tony Lye Fong Nge (TL 567 and 581);
other coins in tin from Malacca of issues under Portuguese
rule soldos, bastardo, bazaruco, dinheiro etc, noted Lye
issues TL 538, 550, 555, 571, 580, 591 etc; some are broken
others very worn, many are small coins. Two coins in frame
very fine or better and scarce, others are poor - very good.
(approx 110)
$200

part

5730*
Malaysia, assorted tin currencies, including tin cock-hen
animal money of the 13th-14th century (3), these from
Malacca, a cock with tiny hole with Chinese character Qing
stamp on reverse, (35.03 g), (Tony Lee No.TL 30); another
of a bushy tail cock with base (33.75, 39.91 g [illustrated]),
(Tony Lee No.TL 33 [illustrated] and No.TL 34); other
objects include a laddle with only part handle, a bronze spear
head 105mm, large Malacca tin charm diameter 62mm with
figures on both sides, others type of plain bridge money and
bone engraved wings and modern base silvered metal crown
size charms with Arabic script from Indonesia and another
a modern copy in brass of a sycee five tael weight (155 g).
Mostly fine - extremely fine. (11)
$150

5733
Malaysia, a cast tin ingot with impressed Chinese characters
(695 g), length 110mm; an incomplete cast block probably
a broken pyramid type (460 g), 40mm x 35mm x 60mm;
round balls of tin flattened ends (680 g) diam. 80mm, height
70mm, round balls cast probably lead (cannonballs?), (790
g), diam. 54mm, height 40mm; another iron ball (425 g),
40mm diam.; iron type cannonballs, one slightly broken
the other completely opened up and internally oxidised,
(930 g and 1050 g) and a small iron chisel or scraper, 125
mm long flattened end (20.44 g). Fair - very fine, a total of
5.25 kg. (8)
$150

lot 5731 part
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5734
Malaysia, Johore, 17th-18th century, tin coins various katum
(cash), SS Group A (4), (SS.24), (1) (SS.26); Group B (2)
(SS.28); Group C hexagonal (3) (SS.30, SS 32a) (2) (Ss.33);
Group D octagonal (1) (SS.34), (5) (SS.36), (2) (SS.37), others
with large central dot (4) (SS.29); uncertain others (8). All
are described on 2x2 Hagners, mostly with source and costs,
generally fine. (32)
$100
5737*
Malaysia, Trengganu, tin jokoh, nd (1895), obv. Hiap
Hin Kongsi" (Hiap Hin Company), edge cmked. "Chi"
(auspicious) rev. in Jawi "Ini Juru Bahasa Punya" (This is
the interpreters), countermarks in Chinese on edge, Kongsi
and Hiap Sinlion rampant to left and right of central square
hole, both sides with additional paint as in SS illustration,
(SS 38, P.111, pp.165). Very fine and rare.
$120

5735
Malaysia, Kelantan, round tin coinage ten keping, 1904,
(AH 1321), (SS.21, P.135); pitis, 1896, AH 1314 (SS.14,
P.128); another of Sultan Muhammad II, 1840, AH 1256,
(SS.9, P.183); another not dated (SS.1, P.120); others kepings
(5), (SS.24, P.137); Penang, cent not dated (c.1786), another
1810, (SS.12, P.5 and SS.29, P.16); cast copies of 1 and 2
cents 1828; Trengannau, tin cent 1920 emergency issue of
Sultan Sulaiman Badril Alam Shah (1920-1942), (SS.23,
P.101). Mostly fine - very fine, several scarce. (14)
$120

In packet described with source and cost noted.

All in packets described with source and cost noted.

5738*
Malaysia, Trengganu, tin jokoh, nd (1907), obv. Hiap
Hin Kongsi" (Hiap Hin Company), edge cmked. "Chi"
(auspicious) rev. in Jawi "Sin" and "Hee" (This is the issuer's
name), with lions rampant to left and right of central square
hole, slight bent, (SS 43, P.116). Nearly very fine and rare.
$100
In packet described with source and cost noted.

part

5736*
Malaysia, Perak or Selangor and maybe Pahang, tin hat
money or pyramid or pagoda type, tampang rated at one
katis, c.16th - early 17th century, obv. shorten pyramid shape,
with flower petal cross shape design raised in field around
circle in centre, height 37mm., top width 37mm., base
width 54 mm., (585 g), (SS.25-26, [p.185]); others as crude
shorten pyramid shapes a) 50mm, 44mm and 65mm, (705
g); b) 34mm, 36mm, 50mm with base flat overlap 85mm,
(390 g). Last two varieties unlisted in references, fine - very
fine and very rare. (3)
$300

part

5739*
Malaysia, assorted tokens and issues including Sarawak
Bintang District Council in copper for 4 gall., water
dispensers (c.1963) (cf. Noble 61B [lot 1443]); British North
Borneo, tobacco tokens for dollar and half dollar, (SS.47, 48
[p.377]); New Labuan one cent, Tobacco Company (SS.73);
Malacca Branch Overseas Union Bank token (illustrated);
other various tin items (7) mostly uncertain cash as private
issues (noted SS.17) and together with a small prize medal
for Lewelle. Fair - extremely fine, several scarce. (14)
$150

In Saran Singh book he states (p.125) that the development of the "tampang
tin hat money" of the mid 19th century was based on the earlier pyramid
or pagoda shaped tin ingots currency which was cast in the neighbouring
State of Perak and Selangor. These early tampangs were shaped into a foursided pyramid with a flat top and a broad foot or plinth. They were cast in
hardened sand moulds and are rather rough in manufacture. The intrinsic
value of the early tin tampangs determined their face value. Unfortunately
these early tampangs were rather bulky and inconvenient as apparent in
these examples.

All in packets described with source and cost noted.
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5744
Netherlands Low Countries, West Friesland, leeuwendaalder
(lion daalder), 1668, Fleur de lis mintmark, (KM.14.3,
D.4868, Del.940, Rare), (noted to have been found in river
in Malacca); other coins include Batavian Issue, emergency
coinage, copper half stuiver, 1644 (KM.31; Sch.18) (4);
various dates of assorted doits from Netherland provinces
(9); silver one and two stuivers (7), six stuivers 1691
(Nijmegen) (KM.26.1), 1757 (Zeeland). First coin sea
damaged and worn, otherwise poor - very fine. (23)
$150
Most coins as found and believed used in Malacca.

part

5740*
Malaysia, collection from 1845 to 1996 housed in clip-lock
folder containing Straits Settlements (50), British North
Borneo (7), Malaya (12), Malaya and North Borneo (7),
Sarawak (8), Malaysia Republic (36) and Singapore (37),
highlights include Straits Settlements, silver dollars 1904
(EF), 1907H, 1920, fifty cents 1886 (illustrated VF), 1903
(nF), 1907H, 1845 quarter, half and cent (KM.1-3); 1862
quarter (illustrated), half (illustrated) and cent (KM.4-6),
1884 half cent (VF), 1872 and 1905 quarter cents, 1908
half cent (EF), 1902 five cents (EF), 1903 twenty cents and
Queen Victoria obverse brockage, lot includes a few copies.
Very good - uncirculated. (157)
$250
5741
Mongolia, Peoples Republic, 1925 coins, copper five mongo
silver fifty mongo and tugrik (KM 3.1, 7, 8) also selected
1937 and 1945 issues and various aluminium and other
issues to 1994. Very fine - uncirculated. (21)
$100
5742
Netherland East Indies, silver necklace fitted with quarter and
1/10th silver guilder coins 1910-1945, 1/10th guilders are
mostly 1945 S & P issues, all coins (approx 65) are attached
by small rings soldered to each coin (total weight 150 g); a
beaded belt of 13 strands of multicoloured beads to which
are attached 7 Netherland East Indies copper 2 1/2 cents all
of which are holed and dated 1920 or 1945, all are tied to
the belt of beads. Fine - very fine. (2)
$100

5745*
Portuguese India, as used in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), circulated
under Portuguese rule, silver four tanga c.1633, but not dated,
(12.44 grams), obv. crowned arms, rev. A over T, 4 below,
D M either side of T, (SS.F3.01, KM.-, M.-, Gomes 21.01).
Hoard patination, fair - nearly very fine, surface scratches,
and very rare, known from only a few examples.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 96 (lot 5467).
Probably struck at the Malacca mint during the reign of King Dom Felipe III
of Portugal, only the silver four denominations were struck, the half tanga, the
tanga, the double tanga and the quadruple tanga. This quadruple tanga was
struck between the years 1633-1636 at the Malacca Mint and was specially
designed and issued for Malacca. All denominations of silver Tangas and
multiples of Malacca have the mintmark of "A M" or "M A" and as such
link to the Malacca Mint. Obviously some of this issue moved to Ceylon
where apparently this coin was found and has been left uncleaned.

5746*
Portuguese India, as used in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), circulated
under Portuguese rule, silver two tanga c.1633, but not dated,
(6.31 g), obv. crowned arms, A M either side, rev. A over T,
D M either side of T, (SS.F3.13, Gomes 19). Toned, nearly
very fine and rare, known from only a few examples.
$200

part

5743*
Netherlands East Indies, Sumatra, plantation token,
Unternehmung Kisaran, 1 Dollar, 1888, in nickel, uniface
(38mm) (Sch 1083a, La We 131); Sumatra (Asahan),
triangular cupro nickel Plantation Token, one dollar reis
(rice), 1890, Nehmung Tana Radia, rev. blank, (66x36.5mm),
(Sch.1171a, La We 448a); Sumatra, (Langkjat), rectangular
brass, Chin Hong, Kwalka Begoemit, one dollar, entire
inscription incuse (50x35mm), (Sch.1084, La We 149 RR)
(illustrated). Very fine, last very rare. (3)
$150

Ex Tan, Penang, March 2002.
Probably struck at the Malacca mint during the reign of King Dom Felipe III
of Portugal, only the silver four denominations were struck, the half tanga,
the tanga, the double tanga and the quadruple tanga. This double tanga was
struck between the years 1633-1636 at the Malacca Mint and was specially
designed and issued for Malacca. All denominations of silver Tangas and
multiples of Malacca have the mintmark of "A M" or "M A" and as such
link to the Malacca Mint. Obviously some of this issue moved to Ceylon.
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5747
Portuguese Malacca, an extensive collection of issues with
duplication all described from the reigns of Manuel I (15111521) including soldo (5), bastardos 1st type (5), 2nd type
(8), fractions 1/4 bastardo (7); John III (1521-1557), soldo
1st type (3), 2nd type (11), possible copies (2), Lisban
issues (24); dinheiro (12), Malacca issues (16), bastardo
(9); Sebastian (1557-1578), large bastardo 1st type (7), 2nd
type (18), dinheiro, ship type (45), bazarucco (42), a wide
range of issues shapes and extraordinary accumulation;
almost all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger packets and many
with descriptive details with the collector's attribution or
comment and pedigree, all are housed in a large spring clamp
file folder. Poor - very fine, many scarce. (215)
$1,200

5750
Portuguese Malacca, an interesting collection possibly all
are fantasies and mostly with direct references to 'The
Collection of Malacca Coinages' by Tony Lye Fong Nge;
coins in tin, issue of Sultan Muzaffar Shah (1445-1456/9)
(2, 8.65 g and 22.65 g) and another of Sultan Mansur Shah
(1456/9-1477) S.Singh (p.8) (26.50 g), and Lye TL 237, TL
242; large countermarked issues claimed to be 13th - 14th
century, Lye TL 117 (29.20 g), another variety cf.Lye TL
143 (27.70 g), Lye TL 148 (12.80 g), another as unlisted
variety reverse Lye TL 134 and TL 130, obverse with two
round counternmarks as double of TL 130 obverse and a
framed issue dinheiro of Sebastion I with extensive details
of find photos and certification of authenticity. Very fine or
better and rare. (8)
$150

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to attribution
and accuracy.

All in packets described with source and cost noted.

5748
Portuguese Malacca, an extensive collection of issues with
duplication all described from the reigns of Sebastian (15571578), two bazaruccos (denheiro) and four bazaruccos with
two or three crossed arrows with varieties (78), unlisted types
denheiro issued by Philip II (11); Philip II (1598-1621) or
later, bazarucco types some issued in Ceylon (99); Chinese
cash found in Malacca (4) and Ceylon, fish-hook money,
issues of Kandy rulers (6), Dutch rule silver (2), Dutch Ceylon
copper to 2 stuiver 1783 (a modern copy), (5). A range of
issues and an extensive accumulation; almost all coins are
in 2x2 Hartberger packets and many with descriptive details
with the collector's attribution or comment and pedigree,
all are housed in a large spring clamp file folder. Poor - very
fine, many scarce. (206)
$500

5751
Portuguese Malacca, copies and fantasies made in the early
1980s, representing issues of Manuel I and later rulers,
tin bastado (Lye 503, 505, 506 (2), 508, others various
denominations, 512, 513, 514, 520, 522, 524, 526, 529,
533, 536, 544, 545, 548, 555, 561, 564, 565, 566, 567,
568, 571, 574, 575, 581, 583, 587, 591, and silver issues
purporting to be Philip III (Lye 452, 459, 465, 469, 485,
and a one tanga 1632 Lye -) also a very modern fantasy tin
issue. An extensive range of modern issues fully described,
all within 2x2 Hartberger packets with description, all
coming from one source, mostly in very fine - extremely
fine condition. (39)
$200

A comprehensive study collection put together by the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to attribution
and accuracy.

5752
Portuguese Malacca, an interesting collection, possibly all
are fantasies and mostly with illustrations and with identical
images to the pieces used in the reference 'The Collection
of Malacca Coinages' by Tony Lye Fong Nge (pp.138-231);
coins all in tin, issue described as single and double cash
coins, all with four obverse Chinese characters and most
with additional countermarks on the reverse, circular or
square holes, most appear in Lye's book. Very fine or better
and rare as such. (13)
$120
All in packets described with source and cost noted.

part

5749*
Portuguese Malacca, King Philip II (1598-1621), silver tanka,
(2), obv. crowned arms of Portugal, rev. monogram of TA
(tanga Asia), 1st (illustrated) and 2nd type of crown, (Gomes
21.02), both found in the river hoard in Malacca 2002; King
Philip III (1621-1640), silver tanka, uncertain date, obv. A
M across arms, (Gomes 11.); half tanga silver, dated 1633,
1634, obv. arms, rev. T A monogram D M below, (SS F3.36,
1634 unlisted, Nge TL 478, 479), (all from the 2000 hoard)
(Gomes -); silver tanga c.1630 another similar letters D M
below, (Gomes 11, SS 3.21); others for John IV (1640-1656),
silver tangas, 1643 (illustrated) and another date off flan,
(Vaz 4.28, Gomes 11.02). Mostly toned, very good - nearly
very fine, all scarce. (8)
$300

5753
Portuguese Malacca, Malaysia, Asia, copies and fantasies
made in the early 1980s, representing issues of Manuel I,
tin bastado (Lye 503, 504, 508, 509 and another without
illustration); others of various denominations, apparently
genuine with mostly damaged or folded as recovered from
wreck etc., (23); lot also includes a tin/lead football shaped
weight (39.15 g), miscellaneous other items include tin cent
French Indo China (1940-1), Cochin China 1879 sapeque
and VOC doits and half doits etc (7) some with water
corrosion; Ceylon, 1801 1/12 rupee (48.15 g) and 1805 1/24
rupee (19.07 g), (KM.64-65). Many issues fully described,
all within 2x2 Hartberger packets, from various sources,
mostly in poor - extremely fine. (40)
$150

Ex Noble Numismatics various sales or Tan in Panang (bought 2002-9).
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5757*
Sweden, Frederick I (1720-1751), two dalers of plate money,
1750, obv. crowned FRS and date 1750 at corners in circular
stamps, and central stamp of 2 dalers, (1330 g), (KM.PM71).
Slightly water worn, some stamps weak, square shape,
otherwise fine - very fine and rare.
$300
Ex Wreck of the Danish ship "Nicobar" wrecked off Quoin Point, Cape
Town, South Africa in 1783. The lot comes with certificate prepared for the
recovered plate money pieces from that wreck.

5754*
Sweden, Carl XII (1697-1718), one daler of plate money,
1716, obv. crowned CXII and date 1716 at corners in circular
stamps, and central stamp of 1 daler, (640 g), (KM.PM39).
Slightly water worn, some stamps weak, square shape,
otherwise fine - very fine and rare.
$300
Ex Wreck of the Danish ship "Nicobar" wrecked off Quoin Point, Cape
Town, South Africa in 1783. The lot comes with certificate prepared for the
recovered plate money pieces from that wreck.

part

5758*
Thailand, Southern Thailand, Sukothai and Ayuthia, base
metal token coinage, 13-15th century, probably made from
a zinc-lead alloy of various weights similar to Thai bullet
money, (120 g (illustrated), 51.22 g), all with symbols
inserted into the design when originally cast; types include
crude elephant/ and four other latus wheel chakra symbols,
(cf.M.2695 - 2705); together with Rama IV (1851-1868),
silver tamlung of two baht, (29.81 g), type with Mongkut
and variety with eight dots and central dot in Chakra, (issued
c1851-1862), (KM.C138.1, M.2884-5) (illustrated), other
tamlung (bullet money) baht (2), quarter baht (1) and a
further collection of various rulers bullet money (13), baht
and half baht with ring attachments. Mostly fine - very fine,
illustrated coins scarce. (19)
$250

5755
Sweden, Frederick I (1720-1751), half daler of plate money,
1741, obv. crowned FRS and date 1741 at corners in circular
stamps, and central stamp of 1/2 daler, (285 g), (KM.PM65).
Slightly water worn, some stamps weak, square shape,
otherwise fine - very fine and rare.
$200
Ex Wreck of the Danish ship "Nicobar" wrecked off Quoin Point, Cape
Town, South Africa in 1783. The lot comes with certificate prepared for the
recovered plate money pieces from that wreck.

5756
Sweden, Frederick I (1720-1751), four dalers of plate
money, 1731, obv. crowned FRS and date 1750 at corners
in circular stamps, and central stamp of 4 dalers, (2740 g),
(KM.PM71). Slightly water worn, some stamps weak, square
shape, otherwise fine and rare.
$300
Ex Wreck of the Danish ship "Nicobar" wrecked off Quoin Point, Cape
Town, South Africa in 1783. The lot comes with certificate prepared for the
recovered plate money pieces from that wreck.
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5762*
Thailand, Lannathai Kingdom, (14-16th century), probably
a contemporary copy in base silver of crude style "Ka-Kim"
Tamlung or silver bar split and folded back to join at ends
(four baht), (48.90 g) with various stamps on both both
sides, (cf.Le May Pl.III,1, cf.M.2750-1). Fine.
$100
part

5759*
Thailand, Lannathai (Lanchang) Kingdom, (14-16th
century), base silver elephant smoothed surface tamlung,
struck at Lanchang, (73.66 g), each with three stamps on
the upper surface of elephant in centre, others of chakra
and rays and dots symbol, (M.2778-2779a) (illustrated);
another in half tamlung in base silver (36.56 g) similar
(M.2786); another bar quarter tamlung in base silver (17.81
g), (M.2789); Vietnam, Tu Duc, (1848-1883), silver bullion
bar coinage, one lang, (38.39 g), (KM.493, Schroeder 324B),
(illustrated). Fine - very fine. (4)
$180
5763*
Thailand, Southern Thailand, Ligor or Patalung, round tin
coinage (pitji), c.1880-1895, 40mm, (26.91 g), with square
central hole, obv. "Lu Kun T'ung Pao" with chopmark,
(money of Lakhon [Ligor]), rev. K'uang Li Ch'i Ho, with
one Chinese chopmark, (M.3105 [£40], P.226). Very fine
and very rare.
$200
In packet described with source and cost noted.

5760*
Thailand, Lannathai Kingdom, (14-16th century), silver
"Ka-Kim" Tamlung or silver bar split and folded back to
join at ends (four baht), (64.15 g) with stamps of Chakra,
Chiengmai, Chiengsen, on both both sides and base, (Le
May Pl.III,1, M.2750-1). Very fine.
$150

5764
Thailand, Kingdom of Luang Prahang, bronze smooth
surface, tiger tongue type money various sizes 75-110mm
in length, circa 1707-1889, (M.3018-3024). Fine - very
fine. (44)
$200

5761*
Thailand, Lannathai Kingdom, (14-16th century), silver
"Ka-Kim" Tamlung or silver bar split and folded back to
join at ends (four baht), (61.36 g) with stamps of Chakra,
Chiengmai, Chiengsen, on both both sides and base, (Le
May Pl.III,1, M.2750-1). Very fine.
$150
571

5768*
Viet-Nam, Annam, Tu Duc (1830-1841), silver ten lang
curved bar, not dated, c.1899, but without regal title, (382
g), obv. two groups of the same characters on the upper
face and one each on its base and side, above 'Kuang Hsi
25 year' (1899-1900), on side (weight standard) and base
'just armament' (cf.Schroeder Pl. LXIV [Minh Mang] and
Thierry 'Les Collections Monetaires' cf.Pl.67-69 No.237241, cf.M.4540). Very fine and rare.
$400

part

5765*
Thailand, an extensive collection of Thailand mostly 19th
century porcelain gambling chips some with stated values
generally multi-coloured (75), (unusual one illustrated)
together with metal token set from 1 to 100, obv.bird within
circular Thai legend and number value on reverse (100 value
illustrated, ex MBK Bangkok, March 2004 for set $138) (4),
assorted pearl shell engraved tokens of various shapes, fish
shape (one illustrated), rectangular, circular etc ranging in
size from 20-60mm, (37), other objects including Thai silver
19th century coins bent (4), buttons etc (3). Mostly very fine
- extremely fine. (approx 120)
$500

Ex Mavin Auctions, Singapore, October 2003 (lot 283).

The above collection is housed in a large figurative carved and ornate box
(21x31x20cms) with a handle attached, the cabinet contains five trays each
fitted with two coin holding trays with the pieces included, this should be
examined for the workmanship involved.

5766
Tibet, a small collection of issues described in 2x2
Hartbergers on sheets in silver (13) that include tankas
(7), a portrait rupee, and large silver 10 srang coins (4); lot
includes copper (10); Korea (19) issues of mostly cash a few
machine made issues and a modern copy of silver one whan,
and others including Nepal half mohar 1894, etc. Mostly
fine - extremely fine. (45)
$100

5769*
Viet-Nam, Annam, Tu Duc (1830-1841) and later, silver ten
lang curved bar, not dated, produced as a common form of
bullion bar in early 20th century, but without regal title,
(380.6 g), obv. characters on both sides, upper face and one
each on its base and side, on side (weight standard) and
base 'just armament', plain face, (Schroeder -, and Thierry
'Les Collections Monetaires' cf.Pl.69 No.241, cf.M.4540).
Very fine and rare.
$400

5767
Viet-Nam, (Annam), an extensive collection of official,
semi-official issues and copies of cash from the 10th
century, includes several hoards of small coins as 17-18th
century as contemporary copies (approx 170); together
with a wide range of issues including much duplication,
some issues described are also described as poor casting or
contemporary copies, almost all coins are in 2x2 Hartberger
packets and descriptive details of source noted together with
the collector's attribution or comment, all are housed in a
large spring clamp file folder. Very good - very fine, some
scarce. (489)
$300
A comprehensive study collection put together by a the collector, forming a
serious and informative collection with care and attention to correct reading
of characters.
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BANKNOTES

part

5770*
Antiquities, an interesting group, probably from South East
Asia from the 16th - 20th century including Christian crosses
(4), (one as a large amulet with obverse Christ incuse, reverse
cross) (illustrated), copper and iron arrow heads (4), a small
bronze laddle with handle (illustrated), a minature cannon
(illustrated), various hooks (3), and other objects (3). Mostly
fine or better, many scarce. (16)
$200

part

5772
China, Ming Dynasty, mulberry paper note for fifty cash
(=50 cash) 120x220mm, issued 1368-1399 (cf.P.AA2 [20
cash unpriced) (illustrated); assorted Treasury Dept of
Sinkiang notes (12) various years 6, 8, 9, 10, 17, 20, 21,
and denominations mostly 100 and 400 cash (all in poor
condition); Cambista Tai Fung, Macao $10 value note;
cheques, a small group that include, Kiaw Thong Exchange
Amoy Branch (3), unused with counterfoils; Bank of East
Asia, Shanghai (6). Generally very fine to extremely fine, the
first apparently had its head office in Singapore. (23)
$200
Ex Mavin International, Singapore, Auction No.8, 19-20 March 2005 (lot
786) for the cheques.

5771*
Egypt, New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty, Amenhotep III (circa
1386-1353 B.C.), cream glazed steatite scarab (11x8mm),
face depicts the pharaoh's name, made up of Ra neb maat.
Amenhottep was ninth pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty, also
known as Amenophis III and Nebma'atre. Minor chips, (cf.
Rowe 544). Very fine and edge pierced.
$100
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5773*
China, Qing Dynasty, Ta Ching Pao Chao, 1000 cash,
Xian Feng Year 8 (1858) (P.A2f). Good fine, with pin hole,
scarce.
$200

5775*
China, Qing Dynasty, Ta Ching Pao Chao, 2000 cash, Xian
Feng Year 9 (1859), (P.A4g), serial number 4571. Good
fine, scarce.
$200

5774*
China, Qing Dynasty, Ta Ching Pao Chao, 2000 cash, Xian
Feng, Year 8 (1858), serial number 234 (P.A4f). Good fine,
scarce.
$200

5776*
China, Qing Dynasty, Ta Ching Pao Chao, 5000 cash, Xian
Feng Year 8 (1858) (P.A5c). Good fine with pin holes on
extra wide edge for holding, very scarce.
$200

574

5777*
China, The Central Bank of China, five yuan, Specimen note
of the back of issue, 1935, Chungking Branch, Number
0000000, (cf.P.207s). Extremely fine and rare.
$200

part

5779*
China, Ta-Ching Government Bank, 1st June 1907, one
dollar, No G84043, blue on orange underprint, supported
arms at centre, reverse green, yellow and lilac, value at centre,
(P.A66, $725 VF) (illustrated); China, Communist issue,
Szechuan-Shensi Provincial Soviet Workers and Farmers
Bank, three chuan Cloth Not, 1933, white cloth with red
oval validation handstamp and blue cloth (P S3219b),
(illustrated); Kirin Yung Heng Provincial Bank (Yung Heng
Provincial Bank of Kirin), two tiao, (cf.P.S976); other notes
(2) one uniface of Hunan Province 1903 100 cash, issued
by Zi An Yuan (company) at Chang de city, other Hunan
Province dollar, at Anhua, by Zhu Xi Yan, printed by Yi
Yan, issued year 17 (1928). Very fine - extremely fine, all
scarce or rare. (5)
$250

5778*
China, Central Bank of China, 1938 specimen five yuan,
serial number V000000 S/C, dark green (cf.P.235s), dated
1938 not 1941 and different colour (illustrated); Tung Pei
Bank of China, 500 Yuan, 1947, serial no. [NQ] 808192,
Mao on front, red building on back, (P.S3752). Uncirculated
for first note, very fine for second note, both scarce. (2)
$120

Ex Hong Kong Coin Auction (lot 1047) for first note.
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5780*
China, The Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China,
one Mexican Dollar, No.24754, 13th April 07, Shanghai,
(P.S191). Good and rare.
$100

5783*
Macau, Kwong Yuen Bank, fifty dollars, 1927, Cashier's
Cheques issue, green on yellow, (P.S108), several splits and
tears with paper backing as is normal for these extensively
circulated issues, otherwise good, rare.
$120
Ex Mavin International, Singpaore, Auction No.3, 8-9 March 2003 (lot
1571).
part

5781*
China, Fu Ching Bank of Shensi, one yuan, 1922, green,
fortress at centre, serial no.1512814, (P.S2600) (illustrated);
Shansi Provincial Bank, one yuan 1936 A0653651, ten yuan,
1937, DO 856567, (P.S.2678, P.S.2680); Bank of China,
five yuan, Tientsin, January 1931, AA927580, (P.70b). Last
uncirculated, others fine - very fine, mostly scarce. (4)
$120

END OF SALE

5782
China, documents, two being for contract details for sale
of farmland, 1) a property owned by J'ie yu Lai to a Zhao
Ying Zhu at a price of 13,000 wen issued on the 2nd July
1918, witness by Zhao Qiao Shou etc and written by Zhang
Wen You; 2) a property owned by Wang Wei Shi to a Mao
de Young at a price of 91 silver dollars issued on 12th June
1924, public notary Wang jin Sheong etc; Old large envelope
c.1875-1908 unused, as a telegraph packet with characters
for month, day and time with noted penalties for being late;
lot also includes a railway delivery envelope packet from
Canton. Fair - very fine and all rare. (4)
$100
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